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ABSTRACT (NL) 

 

 In deze masterproef onderzoeken we de specifieke voor- en nadelen van managed futures in 

een portfoliocontext. Na een overzicht van de bestaande literatuur, onderwerpen we onze data aan 

zowel een mean-variance als een Value-at-Risk analyse. We vinden dat ongeveer 10 à 60% 

geïnvesteerd moet worden in managed futures om de laagste portfolio volatiliteit te verkrijgen, 

terwijl ongeveer 20 à 70% managed futures nodig zijn om the portfolio VaR en CVaR te minimaliseren. 

Blijkt dus dat managed futures als alternatieve investering uiterst efficiënt zijn in zowel het beperken 

van de volatiliteit, alsook het beperken van het neerwaarts risico. We breiden ons onderzoek 

vervolgens uit via een Cornish-Fisher expansie om specifiek rekening te houden met de skewness en 

kurtosis. Deze uitbreiding levert ons iets meer genuanceerde resultaten op: slechts 10 à 15% dient in 

managed futures geïnvesteerd te worden om het neerwaarts risico te minimaliseren. We kunnen dus 

uit al dit besluiten dat managed futures een positief effect hebben op het portfolio risico en dat ze 

dus zeker tot het investeringsuniversum moeten behoren van de risico-averse belegger. 
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ABSTRACT (ENG) 

 

In this master thesis, we examine the specific advantages and disadvantages of 

managed futures in a portfolio context. After a review of the existing literature, we perform 

both a mean-variance as a Value-at-Risk analysis of our data. We find that about 10 to 60% 

must be invested in managed futures to obtain the lowest portfolio volatility, while 

approximately 20 to 70% managed futures are needed to minimize the portfolio VaR and 

CVaR. So it appears that managed futures as an alternative investment are extremely 

efficient in both limiting the volatility, as well as limiting the downside risk. We then expand 

our research with a Cornish-Fisher expansion to specifically take into account the skewness 

and kurtosis. This extension gives us somewhat more nuanced results: only 10 to 15% should 

be invested in managed futures in order to minimize the downside risk. So We can conclude 

from all this that managed futures have a positive effect on the portfolio risk and that they 

certainly must belong to the investment universe of the risk-averse investor. 
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Introduction 
 

 Alternative investments have been known to be a great way for investors to get a higher 

return while minimizing their risk, mostly due to the low correlation between alternative investments 

and the more traditional investments. Although there is no doubt that these alternative investments 

posses some interesting characteristics, one must be aware of the differences and the dangers of 

alternative investments. Lo (2001) makes us aware that unlike equities, fixed income instruments 

and real estate – asset classes each defined by a common set of legal, institutional and statistical 

properties – ‘alternative investments’ is a highly differential category that includes private equity, 

commodity futures, convertible bond arbitrage, emerging market equities, statistical arbitrage, 

foreign currency speculation, and many other strategies, securities, and styles. An investor must be 

well aware when choosing an alternative investment strategy that each of these have their own 

characteristics one must take into account when optimizing his or her portfolio. 

 In this master thesis we will concentrate on one specific type of alternative investments, i.e. 

managed futures, and analyze its risk-return contribution in a traditional portfolio of stocks and 

bonds. In section I of the thesis we will start with giving a review of the existing literature on 

alternative investments and their diversification benefits, in particular for managed futures. Section II 

lays out the theoretical framework by giving an overview of the recent literature on various risk 

measures, enabling us to choose the optimal risk measure for our empirical part. Section III describes 

the data and methodology, while in section IV we will analyze the specific risk-return contribution of 

monthly returns realized by managed futures to a traditional portfolio. Section V of our thesis 

concludes and points to some further interesting research subjects. 
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Section I: Alternative investments 
 

 As already mentioned, the universe of alternative investments is extremely large. It is not our 

aim to give an exhaustive overview of the literature on alternative investments, only to discuss some 

of the most known alternative investments and point to their diversification benefits and limitations. 

Most of our attention is given to hedge funds and managed futures. Both posses interesting 

characteristics and although some scientific research does not differentiate between both of them, it 

is our understanding that hedge funds differ substantially from managed futures. Further we will also 

discuss some other alternative investments, such as commodities, real estate, private equity and 

financial derivatives. At the end of this section a summary is given of the differences between 

different alternative investments, their respective benefits and limitations in a traditional investment 

portfolio, and their relationship with managed futures. 

 

Hedge funds 
 

 In this part we will discuss the various properties, benefits and risks of hedge funds and 

indexes of hedge funds. In particular we will pay attention to the use of hedge funds in combination 

with traditional investments. 

 

Introduction to Hedge Funds 

 

 “Hedge funds are pooled investment vehicles that are privately organized, administered by 

professional investment managers and not widely available to the general investing public. Due to 

their private nature, hedge funds have less restrictions on the use of leverage, short-selling and 

derivatives than more regulated vehicles such as mutual funds. This allows them to follow 

investment strategies that are significantly different from the non-leveraged, long-only strategies 

traditionally followed by investors.” (Brooks & Kat, 2001) Another way to describe hedge funds is as 

alternative investments that seek to deliver high absolute returns and typically have features such as 

hurdle rates and incentive fees with high watermark provisions that help to better align the interests 

of managers and investors (Agarwal & Naik, 2000), or, as investment vehicles of loosely regulated 

private pools of investment capital that can invest in both cash and derivative markets on a leveraged 

basis for the benefits of their investors (Schneeweis, Kazemi, & Martin, 2002).  Also, investing in 

hedge funds requires a significant lock-up period, giving the manager of the hedge fund a longer 
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investment horizon. From a principal-agent point of view, these incentive fees should improve the 

returns of the hedge fund manager, and the fear that incentive fees encourage managers to take too 

much risk seems unfounded (Ackermann, McEnally, & Ravenscraft, 1999). When the interests of the 

hedge fund manager overlap with the interests of the investor, in combination with the investment 

flexibilities, this gives hedge funds a clear performance advantage over mutual funds. These 

investment flexibilities make sure that hedge funds can offer exposure to risk factors that traditional 

long-only strategies can not (Agarwal & Naik, 2004).  

 

 Hedge fund returns can be seen as a combination of exposure to macro factors (economic 

exposure), microelements of fund structure (e.g., fees, fund size) as well as manager skill in 

processing security or market specific information (Schneeweis et al., 2002).  

We will start with reviewing some of the micro elements driving fund performance, i.e., performance 

persistence, index/benchmark determination, survivor bias, stale price bias and the  effect of fund 

factors (performance fees, lockup, age, size) and fund size, according to the review of the existing 

literature done by Schneeweis et al. (2002).  

Performance persistence has always been a highly discussed variable to measure and the 

difficulty in determining best of breed portfolios using simple historical rank return classification 

systems remains an important topic. One must take into account the wide variety of methodological 

issues (short-term momentum factors, proper risk adjustment, survivor bias, backfill bias) when using 

historical data for tests of performance persistence. The general conclusion is that there is little 

evidence of superior individual manager skill within a particular style group. Research (Schneeweis, 

1998) shows that the best forecast of future returns is one that is consistent with prior volatility, not 

one that is consistent with prior returns, since the volatility of returns is more persistent through 

time than the level of returns.  

Another problem in hedge fund returns is the choice of the optimal index or benchmark to 

study hedge fund performance (Schneeweis et al., 2002). The use of indices as surrogates for hedge 

fund performance is based on the simple assumption that the indices themselves reflect the actual 

return process inherent in the funds. Therefore, the difference in choosing a value-weighted index or 

an equally-weighted index is of great importance. While value weighted reflect the weights of 

popular bets, equally weighted may better reflect potential diversification of hedge funds and funds 

designed to track such indices. However, the cost of rebalancing may make these indices difficult to 

create in an investable form. Only recently have investable hedge funds indices or investable 

products that track specific non-investable hedge fund indices been created (e.g., S&P Hedge Fund 

Indices, Zurich Hedge Fund Indices). One must also take some practical concerns into consideration. 

First, efficient frontier estimation and return/risk benefits are extremely sensitive to estimated 
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returns, so that the choice of the benchmark index may have implications on suggested weighting of 

hedge funds as a part of optimized existing equity-bond portfolios. Second, the historical returns for 

any index may not reflect the expected returns for the current index, since indices change 

composition over time. Therefore, the existence of alpha or performance relative to a historical index 

is no indication of its performance relative to that index into the future. 

Survivor bias results when managers with poor track records exit the business, while 

managers with good records remain. If survivor bias is large, then the historical record of the average 

surviving manager is higher than the average return of all managers over the test period. Research by 

Fung and Hsieh (1997b) estimated this bias to be in the range of at least 1.5%-3% per year. Stale 

price bias, on the other hand, is a consequence of a lack of liquidity and not marking to market. 

Estimated betas may be lower than the actual betas and standard deviation may be higher or lower 

than would exist if actual prices existed. Additional research is still needed to detail the impact of 

stale price bias. 

Individual fund factor may also be expected to influence performance. Empirical research 

shows that young funds outperform old funds, large funds outperform small (Liang, 2000) and funds 

of funds may provide closer approximation to return estimation than indices (Fung & Hsieh, 2000). 

Schneeweis et al. (2002) find little evidence of impact of performance fees and a small effect of 

lockup affecting overall performance, where quarterly lockups have higher return than similar 

strategy funds with monthly lockups. Consistent with previous research, results show that, overall, 

larger funds underperformed smaller funds on a return basis and had lower risk, possibly as a result 

of the fact that small funds may take riskier positions for a wide range of agency issues. When 

researching the effect of the age of the fund, most statistics hide the time dimension behind the 

performance. Funds that start in different market environments can have substantial different track 

records and because of the differences in starting points, results may suffer from these vintage 

effects and it becomes difficult to compare the performance of funds with different lengths of track 

record.  

Exposure to… 

 Equity Returns Interest Rate Credit Spread Market Volatility 

Equity Market Neutral None Low/Negative Low Low 

Convertible Arbitrage Medium/Positive Lov/Negative Medium/Negative Medium/Positive 

Distressed Securities Medium/Positive Medium/Negative High/Negative Medium/Positive 

Merger Arbitrage Medium/Positive None None Medium/Positive 

Event Driven Medium/Positive None None Medium/Positive 

Hedged Equity Medium/Positive Medium/Negative Medium/Negative High/Negative 

Table 1: Impact of Market Factors on Hedge Fund Strategies (Schneeweis, Kazemi, & Martin, 2003) 
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When reviewing the impact of various macro elements on hedge fund returns, this can be 

seen as the exposure of various hedge fund strategies to different market factors, the most 

important ones being equity returns, interest rate, credit spread and market volatility. Hedge fund 

strategies can be categorized as equity market neutral, convertible arbitrage, distressed securities, 

merger arbitrage, event driven and hedged equity (see table 1). For a detailed review of these 

strategies we refer to Schneeweis et al. (2003). The authors emphasize the importance of a more 

detailed understanding of hedge funds, and the markets in which they operate are more crucial than 

is commonly presented in published literature. 

According to Ackermann, McEnally and Ravenscraft (1999), a hedge fund’s ability to 

outperform the market clearly depends on the time period, the market index, and the hedge fund 

category.                                                                                              

           

Benefits and Limitations of Hedge Funds in Portfolio Diversification 

 

 As a stand-alone investment, hedge funds do not offer a superior risk-return contribution 

(Amin & Kat, 2003a). In a portfolio context however, the allocation of approximately 10 to 20 percent 

of the portfolio to hedge funds does deliver higher returns.  The main attraction of hedge funds lies 

in the weak relationship between hedge fund returns and the returns of other asset classes, which is 

primarily the result of the general type of strategy followed by many hedge funds and not because of 

special managers skills. Although the more effective a managers’ risk management process is, the 

more it will contribute to its alpha (Lo, 2001), the general conclusion is that manager performing 

persistence is only observable at a quarterly horizon and disappears at the yearly horizon, making 

performer persistence something short-term in nature (Agarwal & Naik, 2000), as we already  

discussed in the introduction to hedge funds. Also, a high degree of persistence is mainly attributable 

to losers continuing to be losers, making good managers a rare good, and the importance of manager 

selection that more important. From a mean-variance perspective, the inclusion of hedge funds and 

their ‘absolute return’ managers (named this way since their mandates to make an absolute return 

target are independent of the market environment) seems to have its benefits, yet, freedom has its 

price (Fung & Hsieh, 1997a). Hedge funds will improve the portfolio’s mean-variance characteristics, 

but at the cost of lower skewness and higher kurtosis (Amin & Kat, 2003b). It is no longer appropriate 

to use only the standard deviation as a measure of risk, and one must also take into account the 

distribution’s higher moments, i.e. its skewness to have an idea of the symmetry of the distribution 

and the kurtosis to adequately estimate the probability of extreme outcomes. In terms of skewness 

and kurtosis, hedge funds, for example, do not combine very well with equity. One can expect a bear  
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Author(s) Research Subject Method Period - Sample Main Results 

Brooks & Kat (2001) Study statistical properties of 
hedge fund index returns 

Mean-variance analysis taking into 
account skewness and kurtosis 

Monthly returns of 48 hedge fund 
indices for the period January 1995 
– April 2001 

Including hedge funds improves 
mean and variance at cost of 
worsening kurtosis and skewness 
(worst case with risk arbitrage: 
skew -1,03 and kurtosis + 5,81) 

Schneeweis, Karawas & Georgiev 
(2002) 

The role of alternative investments 
in the institutional portfolio 

Sharpe ratio analysis  
(historical data – return forecasting 
model) 
 

Monthly returns of the Evaluation 
Association Capital Markets (EACM 
100) hedge fund indices for the 
period 1990-2001 

Portfolio allocation of 10% to 
hedge funds and managed futures 
minimizes portfolio risk 

Amin & Kat (2003a) Investigate claim that hedge funds 
offer investors a superior risk-
return trade-off 

Continuous time version of the 
payoff distribution pricing model 
(Dybvig, 1988) 

Monthly returns of 77 hedge funds 
and 13 hedge fund indices for the 
period May 1990 – April 2000 

Best risk-return results when about 
10-20% of the portfolio is allocated 
to hedge funds 

Amin & Kat (2003b) Study diversification effects from 
introducing hedge funds into a 
portfolio of stocks and bonds 

Mean-variance analysis taking into 
account skewness and kurtosis 

Monthly net of fee returns on 1195 
live and 526 dead funds for the 
period June 1994 – May 2001 
(source: Tremont TASS) 

Mean return and/or standard 
deviation improvement with hedge 
fund allocation of at least 25-30%, 
but at the cost of lower skewness 
and higher kurtosis 

Amenc, Martellini & Vaissié (2003) Study benefits and risks of 
alternative investment strategies 

Value-at-Risk model with a Cornish-
Fisher expansion 

Performance of different HFR 
indices over the period February 
1990 – March 2002 

Underestimation of risk by a factor 
of 2,5 when using mean-variance 
risk measures 

Liang (2003) Study alternative investments 
(CTAs, HF, FoF) 

Autocorrelation adjusted Sharpe 
ratio 

2357 hedge funds (Zurich Capital 
Markets Inc) for the period 1994 - 
2001 

- Beta asymmetry in different 
market environments; 
- hedge funds outperform CTAs and 
FoF on stand-alone basis 

Agarwal & Naik (2004) Characterize the systematic risk 
exposures of hedge funds 

Mean-conditional Value-at-Risk Monthly returns of HFR indices 
(January 1990 – June 2000) and 
CSFB/Tremont indices (January 
1994 – June 2000) 

Tail risk underestimation when 
using mean-variance risk measures 
of up to 12% (90% confidence 
interval) and 54% (99% confidence 
interval) 

Kat (2004) Study possible role of managed 
futures in portfolio of stocks, 
bonds, and hedge funds 

Mean-variance analysis taking into 
account skewness and kurtosis 

Monthly net of fee returns on 1195 
live and 526 dead funds (source: 
Tremont TASS) 

Including hedge funds improves 
mean and variance at cost of 
worsening kurtosis and skewness 
(worst case: skew -0,87 and 
kurtosis + 1,41) 

Table 2: Chronological overview of the most important research in respect to hedge funds 
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market not only to affect the stock market, but also the hedge fund returns. This is not necessarily 

because of what happens to stock prices , after all, many hedge funds do not invest in equity, but 

rather because a significant drop in stock prices will also be accompanied by circumstances like a 

widening of the credit spreads, a drop in market liquidity, and higher volatility. Since hedge funds are 

highly sensitive to such factors, when the stock market drops, hedge funds can be expected to show 

relatively bad performance as well. Figure 1 illustrates how the financial crisis starting in 2007 

negatively influenced the performance of hedge funds. Assets under management of the hedge fund 

industry fell by nearly 30% in 2008 (IFSL Research, 2009). The decline, the biggest on record, was due 

to a combination of negative performance, surge in redemptions and liquidations of funds. The 

average hedge fund lost 15.7% in 2008.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: hedge fund performance in financial crisis (IFSL Research, 2009). 

 

 Due to the special nature of the investment strategies adopted, hedge fund returns may have 

a high degree of non-normality as well as a non-linear relationship with the stock market. Research 

has shown that trend-following funds have strongly positive skewed returns and follow non-linear, 

option-like trading strategies (Fung & Hsieh, 2001) and that the market beta increases dramatically 

during market downturns; an effect that has found to be asymmetric, since similar increases are not 

observed in market rallies (Mitchell & Pulvino, 2001). Agarwal and Naik (2004) find that these non-

linear option-like payoffs are not restricted to ‘trend followers’ and ‘risk arbitrageurs’, but are an 

integral feature of the payoffs in a wide range of hedge fund strategies. The asymmetry of the 

market betas in up-market versus down-market conditions confirms the non-linear nature of hedge 

fund payoffs, where the correlation with other asset classes will be (close to) zero in the first 

situation, and positive in the last. This also suggests that the extent of diversification benefits offered 

by hedge funds would be smaller during down-market conditions. Nonetheless, many hedge fund 
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strategies do provide some diversification benefits relative to traditional stock and bond investments 

and have shown to outperform passive indices (Schneeweis, Kazemi, & Martin, 2001).  

It speaks for itself that the Sharpe ratio or Jensens’ alpha are not suitable as a risk measure, 

since they do not allow the dynamic and non-linear dimensions of hedge fund risks to be accounted 

for (Ackermann et al., 1999). Sharpe ratios will substantially overestimate the true risk-return 

performance of portfolios containing hedge funds, and even fund of fund managers are unable to 

add enough value to make up for the fees that they charge (Brooks & Kat, 2001). Mean-variance 

portfolio analysis will over-allocate to hedge funds in an investment portfolio; investors simply pay 

for a more attractive Sharpe ratio in the form of more negative skewness and higher kurtosis. 

Agarwal and Naik (2004) finds that expected tail losses of mean-variance optimal portfolios can be 

underestimated by as high as 54%. Table 2 summarizes the most important findings in respect to 

hedge funds in an investment context.  

 From the former paragraph we can make two important conclusions. First, including only 

hedge funds to a traditional portfolio will give us higher returns, but this at higher downside risks. 

Some recent research however, such as Kat (2004) for example, has highlighted the benefits of 

combining hedge funds with managed futures to limit the downside portfolio risks. In the next part 

we will have a closer look at these managed futures. Second, the previous discussion showed that 

one must also take the higher moments of the distribution into account: the standard deviation is 

not sufficient to fully grasp the portfolio risk, and we must also take skewness and kurtosis into our 

calculations. This can relatively easy be done with a Value-at-Risk model (VaR), which we will fully 

discuss in section II of this paper. 

 

Managed Futures 
 

 As it is the intention of this paper to focus on managed futures, we will now in this part 

discuss them thoroughly, starting with a brief introduction to managed futures and the dynamics of 

the futures markets. Then we will explain the different possibilities of investing in managed futures, 

i.e. through investing in individual commodity trading advisors (CTA’s) or through investing in an 

aggregated form such as commodity funds or commodity pools. We will conclude this part with an 

analysis of the theoretical benefits and limitations of adding managed futures to traditional portfolios.  
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Introduction to Futures Markets and Managed Futures 

 

 The futures (derivatives) markets are places where futures, that are defined on the 

underlying assets (U-assets), are traded (Zuurmond, 1993). U-assets are defined as the conjunction of 

assets and the futures contracts that are based on the standardized form of those assets. Hence the 

U-assets include: wheat, copper, crude oil, treasury bills, Eurodollars, etc. The Futures Industry 

Association traces the origins of futures trading back to 2000 B.C. The history of modern commodity 

futures trading is closely related with the development of commerce in the city of Chicago and the 

organization of the Chicago Board of Trade in 1848. In October 1865, with the acceptance of the 

‘General Rules’ governing the time contract by the Board and its members, having the essential 

elements of modern futures contracts (standardized contract terms, deposit of funds to guarantee 

performance, restriction of trade to members), the modern futures market was born. Although the 

economic functions of the futures markets have evolved over time, the current period will continue 

to see further computerization and globalization. It therefore remains the drive of the futures 

markets to be the low cost port of entry for world news that affects prices of all assets that are 

traded on markets.  

 The participants on the futures markets can roughly be distinguished in three main 

categories. Firstly, the speculators (or so-called traders), to which we also include the Commodity 

Trading Advisors (CTA’s). Secondly, the hedgers, and thirdly, the arbitragers. It is worth noticing that 

CTA’s, as a subgroup of the traders, only deal on the futures markets. The futures markets therefore 

govern the CTA activity to the exclusion of other markets, whereas the activities of hedgers and 

arbitragers are also governed by other markets. It is only on these CTA’s that we will focus in respect 

to the analysis of managed futures.  

 When using Zuurmond (1993) his analytical framework, a so-called Causal Economic 

Relationships (CER) model1 – figure 2 illustrates – he finds that the returns of CTA’s are highly 

dependent of the profile of the futures markets, which is described to be highly liquid, very volatile 

and sometimes trending. Fluidity of the market deals with the ability to exchange futures for a 

generalized purchasing power during a certain time period, while dealing in volatility, or the transfer 

of price-risk, is central to the activity and existence of the futures markets. The presence of a trend in 

the futures market concerns the question of market efficiency. A trend would mean that markets are 

                                                           
1
 Causal relationships can exist between the predetermined (exogenous) economic variable and the dependent 

(endogenous) economic variables and among those endogenous economic variables. These causal economic 
relationships can be direct, indirect, reciprocal, conditional and spurious. The type of relationship between the 
economic variables has to be specified and is based on the co-variation of the economic variables involved. For 
a more detailed description, we refer to Zuurmond (1993), Appendix 5A (pp.183-193) 
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not efficient and the possibility of a trend-pattern recognition of the futures prices during a certain 

period. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Causal Economic Relationship model (Zuurmond, 1993) 

The testing of futures markets efficiency2 has been geared towards weak form efficiency, however, a 

trend in futures markets is open to much debate. These three aspects of the futures markets – 

fluidity, volatility and trend – are said to directly influence the yields and trading activities of CTA’s. 

The profile of the futures markets are then again influenced by the so-called World Economic 

Fundamental and Bubbles (WEFB) events. The WEFB include, but are not limited to: acts of God, 

armed conflicts, political statements, company announcements, ‘all the news that’s fit to print’, etc. 

These are thus viewed as the exogenous variable influencing the profile of the markets, and these 

futures markets can consequently be regarded as efficient aggregators of information on the world 

economy. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the Futures market. 

Characteristics of Futures Markets 

Transparent Standardized contracts 

Minimal counterparty/credit risk Daily marking-to-market, pooling of investment 
profits and losses for redistribution via clearing house 
brokers 

Highly liquid Ease of access and use, low requirements for 
collateral, lack of asymmetry between long and short 
positions, standardizations of contracts, reduced 
counterparty risk 

Table 3: Characteristics of Futures Markets (Kaminski, 2011). 

 Managed futures can thus be defined as the trading of futures and forward contracts3 on 

physical commodities and financial instruments by either institutions or investment advisors 

(Edwards & Park, 1996).  Contrary to hedge funds, managed futures provide the investor with the 

assurance that their investment managers work with a high degree of government oversight and self-

regulation, and trade primarily in closely regulated markets (Schneeweis, 2002). Managed futures 

traders have the potential for a positive return even though futures and options markets in total 

                                                           
2
 Efficiency tests for the futures markets are in fact tests for the presence of serial correlation in the relevant 

time series of futures contracts. 
3
 The difference between futures and forwards is explained later, see table 5. 

WEFB Futures Markets 

Fluidity 

Volatility 

Trend 

Returns, Yields 

and trading 

activities 
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provide a zero net gain among all market participants, and they offer unique downside risk control 

along with upside return potential, which we will soon discuss fully. While in 1990 the managed 

futures industry had about $15 billion under management, that number grew to about $28 billion in 

2001 (Schneeweis, 2002) and to an estimated $40-45 billion by the end of 2003 (Kat, 2004). Since the 

high popularity of managed futures, those number have increased even more the last couple of years, 

with an estimated $210 billion under management in the US as of the end of 2009 (Managed Futures 

Today, 2010).  

 

 Managed futures programs are often trend-following in nature: when the market moves up, 

they increase exposure and vice versa (Kat, 2004). They move out of the market when it comes down 

and as a result the (co-)skewness characteristics of managed futures programs can be expected to be 

more or less opposite to those of many hedge funds. This feature can be proved by calculating the 

correlation between managed futures returns and the returns on a purely mechanical trend-

following strategy. Fung and Hsieh (2001) show that trend-following funds have strongly positive 

skewed returns and follow non-linear, option-like trading strategies. 

 This trend-following characteristic of managed futures means that Commodity Trading 

Advisors, the so-called CTA’s which we will discuss in the next section, generate their returns mostly 

from successful market timing, i.e. the ability of the money manager to forecast the market trend 

and adjust risk exposure to the market accordingly (Kazemi & Li, 2008). Kazemi and Li (2008) make a 

difference between systematic CTA’s (trading based on technical models), and discretionary CTA’s 

(trading based on managers’ discretion). Overall, the authors find that CTA’s exhibit market return 

timing and volatility timing ability, with discretionary CTA’s having a higher alpha (measuring 

selection ability) and a lower market timing ability than systematic CTA’s, confirming a negative 

relationship between market timing and security selection, but as a group CTA’s generate their 

returns mainly from market timing.   

  

Commodity Trading Advisors (CTA’s), Commodity Funds, and Pools 

 

 The CTA originates from the USA, with Richard D. Donchian very likely being the first in 1949, 

and growth has been in conjunction with the expansion of futures contracts on the established 

futures markets in the USA (Zuurmond, 1993). Since 1985 CTA’s have also been growing in popularity 

in Europe and Off-shore. Interesting to note that although CTA registration with the Commodity 

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in the USA is compulsory, in Europe and Off-shore this is not, 

therefore the total number of worldwide CTA’s is impossible to know.  
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 CTA’s are full-time professional traders, who, in contrast to the unfortunate use of the term 

‘advisor’, make trading decisions on the futures markets and generate profits and losses for the 

funds and pools and themselves. The compensation of the CTA are a direct share of the trading profit 

generated during a certain period (varies between 15 and 30 percent, and is zero if losses are 

incurred during that period), and a management fee. As discussed, the factors fluidity, volatility and 

trend of the futures markets, as induced by small and large World Economic Fundamental and 

Bubbles (WEFB) events, have a positive influence on the ability of each CTA to generate a return.  

 In respect to their trading strategy, CTA’s can be long and/or short in either spot (including 

forward) or futures or both, and those longs and shorts can relate to very different U-assets. 

Combining these possibilities, leads to the following four combinations or positions in U-assets: 

1) The spread position: the CTA owns or has access to either futures or spot at time (0), but owes 

exactly the same to a third party at time (T). 

2) The hedged position: this is like the spread position but with a futures and a simultaneous spot on 

the same or related U-asset. 

3) The synthetic position: here the offsetting of the long and short is in a so-called pure asset; the 

latter is an asset that has no convenience value.  

4) The open position: the CTA is either long or short the futures or spot, or both, in a certain U-asset, 

and bears the full risk of having that right or obligation for a certain period. 

For a more detailed review of these different positions, we refer to Zuurmond (1993), pages 89-99. 

 When one wants to invest in managed futures, Zuurmond (1993) indicates there are roughly 

two possibilities. The first one is to invest directly into individual CTA’s, the second is to invest 

indirectly through the use of so-called commodity funds or commodity pools. While direct investing 

in CTA’s implies an investor to ‘pick’ individual CTA’s, with their respective characteristics and 

expected returns as discussed above, the indirect investing in funds and pools means a professional 

fund or pool manager doing this ‘picking of CTA’s’ for the investor. This, of course, has an effect on 

the risk-return characteristic of the funds and pools. 

 Managed futures funds are public funds, open to the general public for a minimal initial 

investment of about USD 5.000. These funds are regulated by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) and their public offering is subject to SEC prior approval. Managed futures pools, 

on the other hand, are private entities, under US federal law and regulations that may have no more 

than 35 unaccredited investors and up to 100 accredited ones4. The initial investment per investor is 

usually more than USD 25.000. These pools are not subject to the SEC regulations, but cannot be 

                                                           
4
 An accredited investor is defined as an economic entity having either a minimum net worth of USD 1 million 

or a net yearly income of more dan USD 200.000 for an individual investor, and USD 300.000 for a couple. 
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advertised in any form or shape to the general public. In the USA, both the funds and the pools need 

to issue a ‘Disclosure Document’ containing the track record of the CTA’s employed, the contracts 

traded and the exchanges used. Needles to say that the existence of CTA’s is of vital importance to 

the funds and pools; they can only exist if there is a large number of active CTA’s that offer an 

attractive yield. The main difference with individual CTA’s is that the pools and funds have a different 

fee structure, i.e. the fees will be higher since also the fund and pool manager must be rewarded for 

his efforts in choosing the individual CTA’s. If these higher fees also result in higher rewards is 

discussable. Zuurmond (1993) finds that the funds are underperforming the pools and both are 

outperformed by the CTA’s. With CTA performance having the largest dispersion, this indicates 

according to the author that the best alternative to the investor seems to be a direct investment with 

a few CTA’s that have uncorrelated above average track records.  

 Interesting to note is the high watermark provision most funds have. These watermark 

provisions penalize losses in the sense that profits which make up previous losses do not result in 

incentive fees (Fung & Hsieh, 1997b). Since an incentive fee is only paid out the portion of a fund’s 

gain which have exceeded the historical peak of the funds’ net asset value, this can help avoid risk-

taking behavior of managers. Table 4 summarizes the most important features from managed 

futures discussed above. 

Managed Futures invest in futures markets via professional money managers (CTAs) 

Directional
5
 Systematically exploit directional moves in futures 

markets prices – upwards or downwards 

Globally diversified Trade both long and short contracts in FX, interest 
rates, stock indices, energy, metals and soft 
commodities in regulated and interbank markets 
worldwide 

Regulated Typically authorized and regulated by financial 
supervisory authorities such as the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in the U.S. 

Table 4: Important features of Managed Futures (Kaminski, 2011). 

 

Investment Benefits and Limitations of Managed Futures 

 

 When looking at investment opportunities in managed futures, one can invest in them as a 

stand-alone investment, or as a portfolio asset. Edwards and Park (1996) examine the performance 

of managed futures from 1983 to 1992 for both investment possibilities from a mean-variance point 

of view. An investor has three ways to invest in managed futures: purchase shares of public futures 

                                                           
5
 Directional strategies take long or short positions in financial securities in hopes of profiting from directional 

moves. Non-directional strategies focus on taking relative value positions where the positions are both long 
and short in the same asset class at the same time. 
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funds, invest in a managed futures pool, or invest in individual CTA’s. As a stand-alone investment, 

the authors find a great importance of the fees that managers ask. A multi-CTA pool does not, on 

average, provide a more diversified investment vehicle than does an investment in a single CTA, 

which implies that the performance fees asked by pool managers are not justified. Also, as a 

consequence of high fees and expenses, public funds are the poorest of the managed futures 

investments on a stand-alone basis. Investing in an equally weighted managed portfolio (EWMP) of 

CTA’s or pools yields good returns as a stand-alone investment, and outperforms a randomly 

selected CTA or pool. The Sharpe-analysis for adding managed futures to a portfolio finds that, in 

comparison to investments in CTA’s and private pools, public funds do not appear to make attractive 

portfolio investments, again, because of the high costs. An EWMP of either CTA’s or pools is allocated 

as much as 20% of an optimal portfolio and increases the portfolio Sharpe ratio by as much as 28%. 

However, including an investment in a randomly selected CTA or pool enhances portfolio 

performance only marginally. Yet, we must realize that this mean-variance perspective has its limits, 

an issue that will be discussed later on in section II.  

 A possible expansion of aforementioned research, is not only to include managed futures to 

a traditional portfolio of stocks and bonds, but also including hedge funds (Schneeweis, Karawas, & 

Georgiev, 2002). As such, analysis of the Sharpe ratios of various efficient frontier portfolios indicate 

that depending on various assumed constraints, such as required stock and bond investment, that an 

allocation of at least 10-20% to both traditional alternative investments and managed futures and 

hedge funds may be deemed appropriate. The authors find that managed futures and hedge funds 

improve the risk-return characteristics of the portfolio, as well in normal as in extreme market 

conditions. 

 Apart from managed futures and hedge funds, one can also include fund-of-funds6 as an 

alternative investment (Liang, 2003). It shows that the negative correlations with other instruments 

and its option-like returns make CTA’s suitable hedging instruments for insuring downside risk. 

Correlations among various hedge fund styles are very high while correlations among CTA’s and 

hedge fund styles are almost zero or negative. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish CTA’s from 

hedge funds and fund-of-funds in academic research, something that unfortunately is not always 

respected. This downside risk hedging of managed futures can be observed when looking at the 

various attrition rates of managed futures, hedge funds and fund-of-funds. Hedge funds undergo 

stress in down markets when investors flee to liquidity and withdraw investments from the funds, 

                                                           
6
 Fund-of-funds invest in underlying hedge funds and serve the purposes of diversifying fund specific risk, 

relieving burdens on investors to select and monitor managers, and providing asset allocation in dynamic 
market environments, plus they require less initial investment. 
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ensuring a high attrition rate for hedge funds in down markets, while fund-of-funds on the other 

hand are better diversified and have lower attrition rates. Most interesting however is that, however 

CTA’s generally have higher attrition rates than hedge funds and fund-of-funds, their average 

attrition rate is lower in down markets (20.3%) than in up markets (23.5%), pointing to the use of 

CTA’s as hedging instrument in down markets. Nevertheless, on a stand-alone basis, CTA’s are 

outperformed by fund-of-funds as well as by hedge funds when applying the autocorrelation 

adjusted Sharpe ratio, most highly due to the specific fee structure and risks. Table 5 gives a 

chronological overview of the most important research in respect to managed futures. 

Besides the low correlation, a very important feature of managed futures, is their low 

kurtosis and high skewness, as already briefly discussed above. The skewness provides information 

about a distribution’s symmetry, with a skewness of zero indicating a symmetric distribution. 

Managed futures that are believed to be skewed to the right (= positive skewness), lead to frequent 

small losses and few extreme gains. This limits downside tail risk, seeing the other way around, a 

negative skewness implies frequent small gains over a large time period that all can be lost in a 

matter of seconds with some few extreme losses. Investors will thus be more attracted by positively 

skewed return distributions.  

Managed futures also are believed to have a low kurtosis. With the normal distribution 

having a kurtosis of zero, a distribution with a positive kurtosis is called leptokurtic, meaning more of 

the variance is the result of infrequent extreme deviations. In other words, the probability density is 

concentrated around the mean and at the tails. These so-called fat tails in a leptokurtic distribution 

are again very risky. Therefore, a risk-averse investor will be more attracted by a low kurtosis, since a 

high kurtosis makes extreme losses more frequently because of the fat negative tail. 

 

 Figure 3: Kurtosis and skewness
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Author(s) Research Subject Method Period - Sample Main Results 

Schneeweis, Spurgin & Potter 
(1996) 

Analysis of managed futures as 
downward portfolio hedge 

Sharpe ratio analysis MAR$CTA Index, in combination 
with S&P500 and Hedge Fund 
Research Short-sellers Index 
(HFRSTK) for the period 1985-1995 

Downward hedging capabilities of 
managed futures at lower costs 
than a put option 

Edwards & Park (1996) Examine the performance of 
different kinds of managed futures 
investments as stand-alone 
investment and portfolio asset 

Sharpe ratio analysis Monthly returns of 596 CTAs, 292 
private commodity pools, 361 
public commodity funds for the 
period January 1983 – December 
1992 (Sources: Managed Account 
Report (MAR) and Paradigm Capital 
Management, Inc) 

An EWMP of either CTAs or pools is 
allocated as much as 20% of an 
optimal portfolio and increases the 
portfolio’s Sharpe ratio by as much 
as 28% 

Fung & Hsieh (2001) Shows how to model returns by 
focusing on the popular ‘trend-
following’ strategy 

Use look-back straddles to model 
trend-following strategies 

Monthly returns for 26 markets 
and 5 portfolios for the period 
1989-1997 

Strong positive skewness for trend-
following funds who follow non-
linear option-like trading strategies 

Schneeweis, Karawas & Georgiev 
(2002) 

The role of alternative investments 
in the institutional portfolio 

Sharpe ratio analysis  
(historical data – return forecasting 
model) 
 

Monthly returns of the Evaluation 
Association Capital Markets (EACM 
100) hedge fund indices for the 
period 1990-2001 

Portfolio allocation of 10% to 
hedge funds and managed futures 
minimizes portfolio risk 

Schneeweis (2002) Look at the role of managed 
futures to maximize risk/return 
ratio within diversified portfolios 

Sharpe ratio analysis Zurich CTA$ returns for the period 
1990-2000 

10% investment in managed 
futures outperforms other 
portfolios in terms of Sharpe ratio 

Liang (2003) Study alternative investments 
(CTAs, HF, FoF) 

Autocorrelation adjusted Sharpe 
ratio 

1510 CTAs (Zurich Capital Markets 
Inc) for the period 1994 - 2001 

- Beta asymmetry in different 
market environments; 
- hedge funds outperform CTAs and 
FoF on stand-alone basis 

Kat (2004) Study possible role of managed 
futures in portfolio of stocks, 
bonds, and hedge funds 

Mean-variance analysis taking into 
account skewness and kurtosis 

Monthly returns of 300 CTAs, i.e. 
the Stark 300 index (source: Daniel 
B. Stark & Co database) for the 
period June 1994 - May 2001 

Including managed futures makes 
standard deviation drop faster than 
with hedge funds, while skewness 
rises and kurtosis drops 

Table 5: Chronological overview of the most important research in respect to managed futures
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 As we already mentioned, an analysis from a mean-variance point of view has its limits. 

Including for example hedge funds in traditional investment portfolios may significantly improve that 

portfolio’s mean-variance characteristics, it can also be expected to lead to significantly lower 

skewness (Kat, 2004). This forms a major risk and a possible remedy can be adding managed futures 

to the portfolio. The author finds that managed futures allow to achieve a very substantial degree of 

overall risk reduction at limited costs. Apart from their lower expected return, managed futures 

appear to be more effective diversifiers than hedge funds, again, proving their use to investors. 

While hedge funds can give us higher returns, the inclusion of managed futures can help us hedge 

the downside risks of the portfolio. Research from for example Bacmann and Gawron (2004) finds 

consistent results in claiming that managed futures substantially reduce the risk of traditional 

portfolios. Figure 4 illustrates by comparing the returns of the S&P500 with the CTA index over the 

period 1980-2009, where CTA’s have done especially well during times of financial stress. 

 

Figure 4: S&P 500 returns versus CTA index, period 1980-2009 (Managed Futures Today, 2010). 

 The ability of managed futures to hedge downward risk has become more and more 

important. In times of market stress, the negative tail risk can become a major risk for investors, 

entailing large portfolio losses. Therefore a certain form of tail insurance as an offensive strategy for 

the long-term is needed (Bhansali, 2008). Managed futures that empirically behave like a long 

position in lookback straddles can hence act as a naturally tail risk hedge. Bhansali (2008) shows that 

only systematic, trend-following managed futures-strategies provide positive correlation to tail risk 

indicators (such as the CBOE Volatility index – VIX), while also being largely uncorrelated to the stock 

market. 
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 The fact that managed futures perform well in downward markets, makes them able to have 

a positive crisis alpha, meaning they gain  profits by exploiting the persistent trends that occur across 

markets during times of crisis (Kaminski, 2011). This again shows how managed futures are excellent 

diversifiers. Table 6 summarizes the characteristics of managed futures and the implications during 

an equity market crisis. 

Characteristics of Managed Futures Implications during Equity Market Crisis 

Highly liquid, adaptable strategies based exclusively 
in futures with minimal credit exposure 

Less susceptible to the illiquidity and credit traps that 
most investors experience during equity market crisis 

Dominated by systematic trading strategies, no long 
equity bias 

Less susceptible to behavioral biases and emotional 
based decision making triggered by experiencing 
losses 

Active across a wide range of asset classes in futures Poised to profit from trends across a wide range of 
asset classes 

Table 6: Managed futures and equity market crisis (Kaminski, 2011). 

 

When analyzing a database of returns, there are some biases that can occur. Most of them 

we already discussed in the part about hedge funds, yet not all of them are equally applicable to 

managed futures and although further research is needed, one bias that is of importance for 

managed futures and deserves our attention is the survivorship bias. This bias implies that the 

omission of many poorly performing CTA’s should cause average returns for CTA’s to be upward-

biased (Edwards & Park, 1996). Funds may drop out of the database due to various reasons such as 

mergers and acquisitions, closure or liquidation, voluntary withdrawal or poor performance (Liang, 

2003). Over a period of 8 years Liang (2003) finds the average survivorship bias for managed futures 

to be 0,478% per month or 5,89% per year. Other research using a different time period and dataset, 

over a period of 7 years finds an average of 3.54% per year (Fung & Hsieh, 1997b). These upwardly 

biased performance results are most likely a consequence of dissolved CTA funds tending to have 

worse performance than surviving funds.   
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Other Alternative Investments 
 

 We will now also discuss shortly some other forms of alternative investments. This list is non-

exhaustive and includes commodities, real estate, private equity and financial derivatives. 

 

Commodities 

 

 The benefits of commodity indexes include positive correlation to inflation as well as positive 

correlation to changes in the rate of inflation (Till & Eagleye, 2005). A prudent investor therefore 

should always include commodities in their overall asset allocation mix. They can also perform 

potentially well during a number of adverse economic surprises that are harmful to investments in 

stocks and bonds. Commodities are foremost effective in hedging a portfolio against unanticipated 

inflation (Georgiev, 2001). This is especially noticeable in the 1970s and 1980s. Investors benefit of 

commodity or commodity-based products because of their unique risk and return trade-offs that can 

not be easily replicated through other alternative investment strategies. Hence, an investment in 

commodities is not the same as an investment in commodity futures traded by CTA’s (see infra). 

Direct commodity investment may be the principal means by which one can obtain exposure to 

commodity price movements. This is not the case with CTA’s who use different investment and 

hedging strategies. The main argument to invest in commodities that rise in price value is that it 

provides a natural hedge against losses in equity and debt holdings that typically lose value during 

periods of unanticipated inflation and therefore offer diversification benefits beyond those 

achievable from commodity-based stock and bond investment. Some traditional examples of 

commodities include grains, gold, live cattle, oil and natural gas. 

 

Real Estate 

 

 Recent research has indicated that real estate also offers a good hedge against inflation 

(Goodwin, 2007). It shows that 40% of the return on real estate is explained by unique factors and 

when adding real estate to a portfolio it can reduce portfolio volatility and decrease downside price 

risk, while increasing the overall return. In contrary to previous results, more recent research thus 

implies real estate should be considered as an addition to a mixed asset portfolio based on its unique 

inflation hedging characteristics. However, when reading this, one can not help to be somewhat 
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suspicious in real estate investments taking the recent housing crisis in account. For the Belgian case, 

ING7 for example expects a correction of the real estate prices of more than 15% starting 2014. 

Private Equity 

 

 Private equity consists of investors and funds that make investments directly into private 

companies or conduct buyouts of public companies, and is seen to be a very labor-intensive, skill-

based business. Capital is raised from retail and institutional investors, and can be used to fund new 

technologies, expand working capital within an owned company, make acquisitions, or to strengthen 

a balance sheet. Characteristic for private equity is that it is very illiquid, i.e. there exists no 

secondary market, an investor has little control over how the capital is invested and it entails a (very) 

long investment horizon (Ljungqvist & Richardson, 2003). On average, private equity generates 

excess returns on the order of 5 to 8% per annum. One must however make a difference between 

two forms of private equity: buyout funds and venture capital (Metrick & Yasuda, 2010). Buyout 

funds that deal with the acquisition of another company using a significant amount of borrowed 

money to meet the cost of acquisition and gain a controlling interest of the targeted firm, can 

typically profit from scale effects. A manager that is successful in managing a $100 million company, 

will most likely also be successful in managing a $1 billion dollar company, and creating an excess 

return. On the other hand, venture capital that invests in small firms and hold these firm until they 

are mature enough to have an exit value of about $150-200 million or more can not profit from 

scalability effects. The management skills from venture capital managers are not applicable to more 

mature firms and only profit companies who are still in their infancy; venture capital can not just 

scale up the size of each firm when increasing the size of the venture capital fund. Therefore, excess 

returns from venture capital are expected to be less than those from buyout funds.  

 

Financial Derivatives 

 

 A financial derivative is a financial instrument whose value depends on an underlying variable. 

In this part we will discuss the most common standard derivatives, i.e. futures and forwards, swaps, 

and options. Derivatives can be used for either hedging or speculation, that is, they can be used to 

reduce risk, or to take risk. The next part is entirely based upon the work of Hull (2000). We will only 

discuss the risk-return characteristics, for a more detailed overview of these derivatives, as well as 

some other non-standard derivatives (e.g. exotic options), we refer to Hull (2000).  

                                                           
7
 ING Focus – Belgian Real Estate. Fiscale uitdagingen van de vastgoedmarkt. Nr. 2012 – I (mei 2012). 

http://www.ing.be/about/showdoc.jsp?docid=115923_NL&menopt=publbre  

http://www.ing.be/about/showdoc.jsp?docid=115923_NL&menopt=publbre
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Futures and Forwards 

 

 A forward or futures contract involves an obligation to buy or sell an asset at a certain time in 

the future for a certain price. While forward contracts are commonly used to hedge foreign currency 

risk, a futures hedge reduces a company’s exposure to a price of a commodity. Both hedges reduces 

the risk by making the outcome more certain. The main differences between futures and forwards 

are summarized in table 7, for our discussion on risk and return, we will mainly focus on futures. 

Forwards Futures 

Private contract between two parties (OTC) Traded on an exchange 
Not standardized Standardized contract 
Usually one specified delivery date Range of delivery dates 
Settled at end of contract Settled daily 
Delivery or final cash settlement usually takes place Contract usually closed out prior to maturity 

Table 7: Comparison of Forward and Futures Contracts (Hull (2000), p.44) 

 

 When taking a short or long hedge using futures contracts, there are a number of reasons 

why this hedging involves some risks. First and for all, one must take the basis risk into account. The 

term basis risk involves the spot price of the asset to be hedged minus the futures price of the 

contract used. There are largely three reasons why this difference occurs: 

- The asset whose price is to be hedged may not be exactly the same as the asset underlying 

the futures contract. 

- The hedger may be uncertain as to the exact date when the asset will be bought or sold. 

- The hedge may require the futures contract to be closed out well before its expiration date. 

For investment assets such as currencies, stock indices, gold, and silver, the basis risk tends to be 

fairly small because arbitrage arguments lead to a well-defined relationship between the futures 

price and the spot price of an investment asset. In the case of a commodity such as oil, corn, or 

copper, imbalances between supply and demand and the difficulties sometimes associated with 

storing the commodity can lead to large variations in the basis and, therefore, a much higher basis 

risk. This basis risk can thus lead to an improvement or a worsening of a hedger’s position when the 

basis unexpectedly strengthens or weakens, depending on the position taken by the hedger.  
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Besides basis risk, there also exists some liquidity risk with long-maturity futures contracts. 

This liquidity risk can relatively easily be avoided by using short-maturity contracts and roll them 

forward, yet, when a hedger rolls over8 a contract n times, the basis risk is also multiplied by n.  

 Stock index futures for example can be used to hedge the risk in a well-diversified portfolio of 

stocks which leads to the value of the hedged position growing at close to the risk-free interest rate. 

So, one might ask, why do the trouble of investing in stocks and futures hedging to earn the risk-free 

rate if one can invest in T-bills? One possible reason is that the hedger in confident in the chosen 

stocks, yet that there exists some uncertainty about the performance of the market as a whole. A 

hedge using index futures removes the risk arising from market moves and leaves the hedger 

exposed only to the performance of the portfolio relative to the market. Another possible reason is 

that a hedger may require some short-term protection in an uncertain market situation when holding 

a portfolio for a long time, this way avoiding the transaction costs from selling and repurchasing the 

portfolio. Stock index futures can also be used to change the beta of a portfolio.  

 According to the CAPM model, the relationship between the futures price and the expected 

future spot price depends on whether the spot price is positively or negatively correlated with the 

level of the stock market. Positive (negative) correlation will tend to lead to a futures price lower 

(higher) than the expected future spot price. Only when the correlation is zero will the theoretical 

futures price be equal to the expected future spot price. Empirical results about how futures prices 

behave in practice are mixed however.   

Swaps 

 

 Swaps are an agreement between two companies to exchange cash flows in the future, the 

two most know swaps being interest rate swaps and currency swaps. The purpose of an interest rate 

swap is to transform a floating-rate loan (investment) into a fixed-rate loan (investment), or vice 

versa. A currency swap can be used to transform a loan (investment) denominated in one currency 

into a loan (investment) denominated in another currency.  

 When using swaps, one can distinguish between a credit risk and a market risk. The credit 

risk comes as a consequence when one of the parties in a swap gets in financial difficulties and 

defaults. A financial institution has credit risk exposure from a swap only when the value of the swap 

to the financial institution is positive. When the value is negative it is most likely that the 

counterparty will sell the contract to a third party. The market risk arises from the possibility that 

                                                           
8
 This involves closing out one futures contract and taking the same position in a futures contract with a later 

delivery date. See Hull (2000), pages 40-42. 
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market variables such as interest rates and exchange rates will move in such a way that the value of a 

contract to the financial institution becomes negative. Market risks can be hedged by entering into 

offsetting contracts while credit risks are less easy to hedge.  

Options 

 
 While index options can be used to limit the downside risk in a portfolio as a form of 

portfolio insurance, foreign currency options, just like forward contracts, can be used to hedge 

foreign exchange exposure. Since foreign currency options are considered to be a portfolio insurance, 

a premium is required to be paid, which is not the case with forward contracts. A variety of trading 

strategies with combinations of options are possible and we like to refer to chapter 8 in Hull (2000) 

for an overview on trading strategies involving options. The risk management in trading options is 

commonly referred to as the ‘Greek letters’ or simply the ‘Greeks’. The delta of an option is the rate 

of change of its price with respect to the price of the underlying asset. The gamma of an option is the 

rate of change of its delta with respect to the price of the underlying asset. The vega of an option or 

an option portfolio measures the rate of change of its value with respect to volatility. Theta measures 

the rate of change of the position’s value with respect to the passage of time, with all else remaining 

constant. Rho measures the rate of change of the position’s value with respect to the short-term 

interest rate, with all else remaining constant. 

 One can now wonder if there is a difference between options and managed futures, since 

they both offer downward hedging in a portfolio context (Schneeweis, Spurgin, & Potter, 1996). The 

authors find that a portfolio comprised of an equal investment in a managed futures index and the 

S&P500 outperformed a protective put strategy consisting of the S&P500 index plus a simulated at-

the-money put. This may indicate that managed futures offer some of the hedging properties of a 

put option at a lower cost. 

 

Alternative Investments in a Portfolio: Why and When? 
 

 Now that we have had this overview of the possible alternative investment strategies, we can 

make a general conclusion why and when to use certain alternative investments. 

 Hedge funds are used to deliver high absolute returns. They are loosely regulated and require 

a significant lock-up period, and have large investment flexibilities. Although these hedge funds can 

improve the mean and variance of a portfolio, this comes at a cost of lower skewness and higher 

kurtosis, making large losses more probable. Especially in down-market conditions, a hedge fund 

investment can become very risky. 
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 Managed futures, although they offer lower returns than hedge funds, are more and more 

being used for hedging the downward tail risk of portfolios. Their trend-following behavior makes 

them an excellent hedge during market downturns. As such, they can offer an insurance against 

negative tail risk, and in particular in combination with hedge funds, managed futures posses 

interesting diversification benefits.  

 Commodities are interesting to add to a well-diversified portfolio in the sense that they offer 

a natural hedge against unanticipated inflation beyond those achievable from investing in 

commodity futures traded by CTA’s. Also real estate offers some unique inflation hedging 

characteristics, yet the possibility of real estate bubbles makes them a risky asset. The advantage of 

private equity lays in the large excess returns as a consequence of the high risks taken, yet their 

illiquidity, riskiness and low accessibility makes them an investment not suited for all investors.  

 Futures and forwards can be used to hedge against market moves or to change the beta of a 

portfolio. These alternative investments belong to the investment universe of the CTA’s. Swaps on 

the other hand can hedge the interest rate risk of a portfolio or speculate on changes in the expected 

direction of underlying prices. Lastly, options can hedge foreign exchange exposure and limit the 

downside risk of a portfolio, yet apparently at a higher cost than managed futures.  

 In the next section we will lay out our theoretical framework used to conduct our empirical 

research. This includes an overview of the recent theoretical developments in regard to risk 

measurement. 
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Section II: Theoretical Framework for Empirical Research 
 

 Measuring risk can be a trivial task. While it all started with the well-known Sharpe ratio, a lot 

of recent literature has shown its limits and has set forth some new measures of risk. In this part we 

will discuss some important risk measures with their benefits and limitations, which will enable us to 

choose the risk measure most suitable for our empirical part. The overview starts with the traditional 

Sharpe ratio and its autocorrelation adjusted form. After that we will take a closer look at the Value-

at-Risk (VaR) literature, starting with the classical VaR, then the conditional VaR (CVaR) as well as the 

several VaR-expansions. 

 

Mean-Variance Risk Measures 
 

 While there exist numerous performance measures, such as Jensen’s Alpha, Treynor Ratio or 

Calmar ratio just to name a few, none is more famous and widely used than the Sharpe ratio, which 

we will now discuss next, alongside with its limits. 

 

Sharpe Ratio 

 

 The Sharpe ratio, or also called the reward-to-variability ratio, provides information on how 

much the additional return costs in terms of risk. Taking the mean as the expected return and the 

variance as the level of risk, the Sharpe ratio tells us something more about the reward we can get 

for taking an extra unit of risk. However, recent studies have challenged the effectiveness of using 

Sharpe ratio to evaluate performance when returns are negatively skewed, have high kurtosis, and 

show strong autocorrelations (Liang, 2003).  A possible solution for the autocorrelation problem is to 

use an autocorrelation-adjusted Sharpe ratio. An empirical example for CTA and hedge fund 

performance can be found in the paper of Liang (2003). It should come as no surprise that the 

statistical properties of the Sharpe ratio depend intimately on the statistical properties of the return 

series on which they are based (Lo, 2002).  Ignoring the impact of serial correlation in hedge fund 

returns for example can yield annualized Sharpe ratios that are overstated by more than 65 percent. 

Lo (2002) recommends using the autocorrelation adjusted Sharpe ratio instead of the regular Sharpe 

ratios in the following way: 

 ( )          ( )   
 

√    ∑ (   )
   
      

                      (1) 
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 Taking skewness and kurtosis into account through the Sharpe ratio will be more difficult. 

More appropriate ways to deal with skewness and kurtosis will be discussed in the part about value-

at-risk measures. 

Limits of Mean-Variance Risk Measures for Managed Futures 

 

 Analyzing portfolios solely based on the mean and variance can have serious flaws (Jean, 

1971; Jean, 1973). Using only the first two moments implies quadratic utility functions and more 

importantly, normally distributed asset returns. As we have seen, alternative investments, managed 

futures in particular, are not normally distributed which limits the use of simple mean-variance risk 

measures. When basing an investment decision on the first three moments, i.e. mean, variance and 

skewness, one shall find that diversification is not necessarily desirable (Simkowitz & Beedles, 1978). 

Diversification will decrease the skewness as long as the errors are less than perfectly correlated 

(that is, statistical independence of the errors is not necessary) and on average are positively skewed. 

Therefore, the exact number of assets in one’s portfolio should be a function of one’s 

skewness/variance awareness: those who are most concerned with skewness (dispersion) should 

hold a relatively small (large) number of assets in their portfolios. Seeing the unique distribution 

characteristics of managed futures, a value-at-risk approach, which we will discuss next, will be more 

efficient than the traditional mean-variance approaches which do not allow for adequate evolution 

of dynamic and non-linear risks (Amenc, Martellini, & Vaissié, 2003). 

 

Value-at-Risk (VaR) Model 
 

 Value-at-Risk (VaR) historically had the great achievement of imposing a structural 

methodology for critically thinking about risk (Jorion, 1997). VaR is however nothing more than a 

toolbox, an educated estimate of market risk, that summarizes in a single number the total exposure 

of an institution or portfolio to market risk. Formally, it measures the worst expected loss over a 

given time interval under normal market conditions at a given confidence interval. The theoretical 

developments concerning VaR-theory and risk management tools have evolved greatly since the 

early 1970s. Some high-profile events such as the losses occurred at Orange County, Barings, 

Metallgesellschaft, Showa Shell, Daiwa and so forth made risk management the center of attention 

for financial institutions.9 VaR was first published as a standard measure in 1994 by JP Morgan’s 

RiskMetrics Group (Boudt, Peterson, & Croux, 2007).  

                                                           
9
 A very nice and clear introduction into risk management and value-at-risk is given by Jorion (1997) in his 

handbook Value at Risk. The new benchmark for controlling market risk.  
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Traditional Value-at-Risk (VaR) 

 

 When using the traditional Value-at-Risk (VaR) model, one is interested in making a 

statement of the following form: ‘I am X percent certain there will not be a loss of more than V 

dollars in the next N days’, with V being the VaR of the portfolio, N the time horizon and X the 

confidence level (Hull, 2009). In other words, the VaR is the loss level over N days that has a 

probability of only (100-X)% of being exceeded; it actually just asks the simple question: how bad can 

things get. Because mostly there is not enough data to estimate the behavior of market variables 

over periods of time longer than one day, N is almost invariably set at 1. For independent identical 

normal distributions with mean zero, one can assume that:                           √  

 The VaR can be calculated in three ways, being the variance-covariance method, a historical 

method and with a Monte Carlo simulation (Cho, 2008). The variance-covariance method has the 

assumption that the returns are normally distributed and uses the covariance matrix to calculate the 

VaR. The historical method uses historical data to simulate the shape of the distribution, so that 

normality of the returns does not have to be assumed. The downside of this method is that we need 

a sufficient amount of historical data, and that this method assumes the distribution of returns in the 

future being similar to that in the past, which might not be necessarily true. The Monte Carlo 

simulation then again involves randomly generating scenarios bases on parameters obtained from 

historical data. The traditional VaR is however quite problematic and not a coherent risk measure. 

There are aggregation problems with respect to the addition of risks, even independent ones. It does 

not encourage, and even sometimes prohibit diversification, and it is non-convex, meaning there are 

multiple local minima. A better risk measure is then the CVaR, discussed next. 

 

Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) 

  

 The conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), also called expected shortfall or expected tail loss, is 

derived by taking a weighted average between the VaR and losses exceeding the VaR. In other words, 

CVaR is calculated by taking a probability weighted average of the possible losses conditional on the 

loss being equal to or exceeding a specified VaR (Xiong & Idzorek, 2010). CVaR is found to be a more 

coherent risk measure than VaR, since accordingly a low CVaR also implies a low VaR. A problem that 

still consists with these forms of Value-at-Risk, is that most of them have the normality assumption. A 

way to deal with this is with the so-called VaR expansions, which we will now discuss shortly.  
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Value-at-Risk Expansions 

 

 As with managed futures we get nonlinear positions that produce portfolio returns which are 

frequently fat-tailed and skewed, in order to calculate VaR for a nonlinear portfolio, we need to 

obtain a percentile of the distribution of changes in value (Mina J. & Ulmer, 1999). Unfortunately, in 

general it is impossible to obtain a closed form for the return distribution and therefore the VaR of a 

nonlinear portfolio. There are mainly two approaches to deal with this and take kurtosis and 

skewness into account. One is a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain a numerical estimate of the VaR. 

While this is very accurate, it is computationally expensive for large portfolios. A second possibility is 

an analytical approximation of the true distribution of the changes in the portfolio value. Although 

we only get an approximation with this method, it is a fast parametric solution. Four possible ways to 

do this are a Johnson transformation, a Cornish-Fisher expansion, a Fourrier inversion or a partial 

Monte Carlo. Mina and Ulmer (1999) give a nice overview of the four possible expansions. Although 

the authors find the partial Monte Carlo simulation and Fourrier inversion the best techniques, the 

Johnson and Cornish-Fisher methods are much faster, but less accurate and occasionally unstable. An 

extra advantage of the Cornish-Fisher expansion is that it can be computed without any matrix 

decomposition or any other difficult additional computation (Jaschke, 2002). This makes it an 

extremely fast algorithm, yet to be used with caution since it may give unacceptable result in 

extreme circumstances. One must also remember that since skewness and kurtosis are extremely 

sensitive to outliers, these extreme observations may influence our results and taking the extreme 

observations out of our return distribution might be a valuable option (Boudt et al., 2007). When 

returns are normally distributed, VaR optimization should lead to the same results as mean-variance 

optimization (Xiong & Idzorek, 2010). Generalizing the Gaussian VaR by correcting the Gaussian 

quantile for the portfolio skewness and excess kurtosis – our so-called Cornish-Fisher expansion – 

was first used by Zangari (1996)10 

 This part learns us that analyzing portfolios containing managed futures can posses some 

pitfalls. First and for all, the classic Sharpe ratio is not adequate enough. Although the 

autocorrelation adjusted Sharpe ratio deals with the serial correlation, there still remains the fact 

that skewness and kurtosis play an important role. Besides that, we will most likely also have to deal 

with non-normal distributed returns. These are two important aspects we will have to take into 

account when analyzing our portfolios. The next section starts with an overview of our monthly 

return data. This way, we will be able to pinpoint their exact characteristics, and accordingly choose 

the optimal methodological approach to analyze our data. 

                                                           
10

 Zangari, P. (1996). A VaR Methodology for Portfolios that Include Options. RiskMetrics Monitor 1
st

 quarter. 
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Section III: Data Description and Methodology 
 

Database and Main Statistics 

 
The dataset used for this research includes the monthly returns of 10 managed futures 

indices. The indices are the RPM USD Composite (CMPST), the RPM USD Fundamental Composite 

(FNDMT), the RPM USD Technical Composite (TNCL), the Barclay CTA (BCTA), the Newedge CTA 

(NCTA), the Barclay BTOP50 (BTOP), the Credit Suisse/Tremont Managed Futures (CS), the Barclay 

Global Macro (BGM), the Newedge Macro (NM) and the Newedge Short-term trader (NST), with their 

respective abbreviation used throughout this paper given between brackets.  Some more 

background information is given in Appendix I.  

The next table gives us the basic statistics for the different managed futures indices, i.e. 

number of observations, mean, variance, excess kurtosis and skewness. All calculations are made 

with the statistical program Matlab, version 7.13. Graphical overviews and data analysis  is given by 

the econometrical program Eviews 7. 

Index No.observations Mean St.Dev. Excess Kurtosis11 Skewness 

CMPST 208 0.0071 0.0273 -0.3545 0.1715 

FNDMT 121 0.00087405 0.0230 1.3841 -0.5013 

TNCL 208 0.0088 0.0311 -0.6215 0.0996 

BCTA 375 0.0100 0.0439 10.5465 2.2131 

NCTA 136 0.0060 0.0260 0.5110 0.1516 

BTOP 292 0.0080 0.0305 2.5061 0.9757 

CS 207 0.0058 0.0340 -0.0137 0.0127 

BGM 171 0.0079 0.0178 0.9799 0.6787 

NM 126 0.0095 0.0157 0.3956 0.1065 

NST 40 0.0011 0.0109 -0.3979 -0.1306 

Table 8: Main statistics of managed futures indices 

 

 On a 5% significance level the Jarque-Bera test for normality concludes that FNDMT, BCTA, 

BTOP and BGM are not normally distributed. According to the Lilliefors test, again on a 5% 

significance level, only BCTA and BTOP are not normally distributed. 

                                                           
11

 Note that excess kurtosis is calculated as kurtosis minus three. 
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Furthermore, for our portfolio analysis, we distinguish between stocks and bonds. Stocks are 

represented by the S&P 500 index and bonds by the Barclays US AGG Government index, for both we 

use  monthly returns. The Jarque Bera test shows us neither stocks nor bonds are normally 

distributed for the period January 1980 – April 2012. It is clear that our analysis will have to deal with 

a certain amount of non-normality in the returns distribution. 

 

 

Figures  5 and 6: distribution of stocks (S&P 500) and bonds (Barclays US AGG Government)  

 

 

 No.observations Mean St.Dev. Excess Kurtosis Skewness 

Stocks 
(S&P500) 

387 0,007724 0,045372 2,544935 -0,659576 

Bonds 
(Barclays) 

387 0,000523 0,016253 3,349150 0,513339 

Table 9: Main statistics of stocks and bonds 
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Figures 7 through 16: distribution of managed futures indices. 
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Figures 7 through 16 gives us some basic insights into managed futures by detailing their 

return distributions and main statistical characteristics. As we can notice, all managed futures indices 

cover a different time span, meaning we will also adjust the time span of our traditional portfolio, 

which is necessary to calculate the various correlation coefficients for stocks, bonds and managed 

futures.  This means of course that for every portfolio we construct consisting out of stocks, bonds, 

and a managed futures index, we will be talking about a different time period and therefore the 

statistical characteristics of the traditional portfolio will also change.   

Based on our literature research, we would expect a positive skewness for our managed 

futures. As we can observe, all managed futures exhibit a positive skewness, except for FNDMT and 

NST that have a skewness of -0.5013 and -0.1306 respectively. We would also expect managed 

futures having a much lower kurtosis than hedge funds. In the research of Kat (2004), his hedge 

funds dataset has an excess kurtosis of 2.67. Except for out BCTA return series, all of our other 

managed futures have indeed a lower excess kurtosis than 2.67. Bonds have the lowest mean, which 

also translates in a very low standard deviation. Five out of ten managed futures provide higher 

expected returns than stocks, with relative low standard deviations. 

 

Methodology 
 

Our empirical part will include three different parts. Part one will investigate the influence of 

managed futures on the portfolio return distribution, similar to the methodology used by Kat (2004). 

Part two will calculate the global minimum variance portfolio consisting out of stocks and bonds, 

with and without managed futures. Part three will calculate the minimum Value-at-Risk for the 

various portfolios of stocks and bonds, again, with and without managed futures. 
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Part 1: Influence of Managed Futures on Return Distribution 

 

We start our empirical research by investigating the influence of managed futures on the 

portfolio return distribution. The goal of this part is to look if adding managed futures to a traditional 

portfolio really influences the first four moments of our portfolio return distribution the way we 

expect it to do. This means, adding managed futures our traditional portfolio should lower our 

standard deviation, increase our skewness and lower our kurtosis to a certain point. 

We start by calculating our traditional portfolio. This means we need the expected returns, 

standard deviations, and pairwise correlations of the S&P500 and the Barclays index. With the 

standard formulas (2) and (3) we can then respectively calculate the expected return and standard 

deviation of a two-asset portfolio for various time periods. 

                          (2) 

  
    

    
    

    
                    (   )  (3) 

The point will be to add managed futures to this traditional portfolio.  Therefore, the next step will 

be to calculate the main statistics for these three-asset portfolios. The methodology remains the 

same, yet the formulas are somewhat different since we are now working with three assets. 

Formulas (4) and (5) respectively show how to calculate the expected portfolio return and standard 

deviation for a three-asset portfolio. 

                                   (4) 
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All calculations in this part are done with Excell. According to Kat (2004) we will make a difference 

between 50/50 investors and 33/66 investors. This will of course be of importance for our weights in 

the formulas 1 through 4. 50/50 investors are investors that always invest an equal amount in stocks 

and bonds. When adding managed futures to the three-asset portfolios, 50/50 investors will reduce 

their stock and bond holdings by the same amount. The 33/66 investors however, always divide the 

money invested in stocks and bonds in such a way that 1/3 is invested in stocks and 2/3 is invested in 

bonds. For our calculations this only affects the way our weights are influenced. Correlations are 

calculated using Eviews and an overview of the main characteristics of the 11 different possible 

portfolio (i.e. 1 traditional + 10 alternative portfolios) is given in Appendix II.  
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Part 2: Global Minimum Variance Portfolio 

 

 In the second part we will calculate the different global minimum variance portfolios (GMVP) 

consisting out of stocks, bonds and managed futures. For 10 different managed futures indices this of 

course gives us 10 different GMVPs. Computational, to get our GMVP, this means minimizing the 

standard deviation of the portfolio, only changing the weights given to the different assets in our 

various three-asset portfolios. In other words, we need to minimize our objective function (6) under 

the given restraints, with our standard deviations and correlations of the various assets as a given. 

MIN   
    

    
    

    
    

   
                    (   )   (6) 

                   (   )                    (   )  

Subject to:                (total allocation condition) 

              ;             (long only condition) 

 

The restraints are necessary to allocate all our resources to the possible three assets and to  forbid 

going short on certain assets or using leverage. Shorting and leverage are thus not allowed in our 

model. This gives us a minimization problem with three restraints. Computational we will solve this 

minimization problem with the mathematical program Matlab. We start by building our objective 

function, that is, the function that we need to minimize, which is nothing more than the function 

stated in (6). We need to, however, set this function in matrix notation. We can rewrite the volatility 

of a three-asset portfolio as (Jorion, 1997): 

  
              [

         

         

         

] [

  

  

  

]         (7)  

 

Where w is the vector of the weights of the three assets, w’ is the transpose vector of w, and Σ is the 

covariance matrix of the three assets. In Matlab code this translates to f = w'*cov(returns)*w. To 

minimize this, we us the Matlab function fmincon that finds a constrained minimum of a function of 

several variables. To get more accurate results, we increase the accuracy of the option TolFun from 

1e-6 to 1e-20 and rename the function fminconplus. In Matlab code this gives us the function: 

w = fminconplus(FUN, X, A, B, Aeq, Beq, LB, UB) 

with FUN being our objective function already specified and X being a vector of starting values, 

arbitrarily set to X = [0.5 0.5 0], meaning the minimizing algorithm, which is the active-set algorithm, 

starts its search from a situation where 50% is allocated to stocks, 50% to bonds, and consequently 0% 

to managed futures. Since we use no inequality constraints, we leave A and B as empty brackets. We 
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however do us an equality constraint, i.e. the total allocation condition, by setting Aeq = ones(1,3) 

and Beq=1. The long only condition we apply by setting a lower bound of zero (LB = 0) and an upper 

bound of one (UB=1). No options or nonlinear restraints are used.  

 To be able to make a comparison and to assess which influence managed futures have on the 

risk of a portfolio, we conduct the same minimization problem for the 10 different time periods, but 

for the traditional portfolios only consisting out of stocks and bond. This way, we will see which 

effect the adding of managed futures has on the standard deviation of the portfolios. While this and 

the previous part analyze the role of managed futures from a mean-variance perspective, the next 

part will do so using the framework of the Value-at-Risk literature. 

 

Part 3: Value-at-Risk of Alternative Portfolios 

 

 The last part of our empirical research will analyze the Value-at-Risk of the various 

alternative portfolios. We handle a similar approach as in the previous part, with the exception that 

this time we minimize the analytical VaR, instead of the standard deviation. As already mentioned, 

VaR calculates the worst expected loss over a given time horizon at a given confidence level under 

normal market conditions. The time horizon is kept constant at one day, the confidence level at 99%. 

Our hypothesis here is that adding managed futures to traditional portfolios will entail a lower 

portfolio VaR.  We start by calculating our VaR as well as our conditional VaR. Calculating the 

analytical VaR – also called parametric VaR – can be done with following formula: 

        (    (   ))       (8) 

Where z is the corresponding percentile of the normal distribution,    the portfolio volatility and    

the portfolio mean. If we would multiply the VaR we get from formula (8) with the value of our 

portfolio, we would get the actual Value at Risk, that is the value of our portfolio that we can 

maximally loose over a period of one day. Putting this in Matlab is a similar task as in the previous 

part, with the exception that we need to minimize a different objective function.  

MIN      (    (   ) √      )   (9) 

 

Subject to:               (total allocation condition) 

              ;             (long only condition) 

 

Where w is the vector of the weights of the three assets, w’ is the transpose vector of w, and Σ is the 

covariance matrix of the three assets. 
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 The conditional VaR is somewhat more elaborate. Mathematically, based on Cho (2008), we 

can write it as followed: 

     (   )    (   )  ∫   (     )  
   

 ( )    (10) 

or somewhat simplified… 

     (   )     |    ( )     |         (11) 

Where   is the rate of return and   the VaR. When we write this as a minimization problem, we get 

the following: 

MIN   (   )   ∑     
 
          (12) 

Subject to:     (   )    

       

  ∑      
       (Total allocation condition) 

                            (Long only condition) 

  ∑   
 
              with  R the required return 

Fortunately, to solve these two minimization problems, a Matlab script12 was freely available  that 

calculated the weights, VaR and CVaR, according to the methodology of Uryasev13. Only slight 

alterations had to be made to enforce our long only condition. Please note that all VaR calculations 

are done for a time horizon of one day and a significance level of 1%, and R is positive, meaning we 

impose the extra inequality condition that our overall returns needs to be positive. 

Although we have now a better risk measure than our mean-variance risk measure, our VaR 

still does not take the non-normality of our returns into account. As we can see in the data 

description, four of our managed futures indices as well as the stocks and bonds indices are not 

normally distributed. A simple and fast method to take this non-normality into account, is the already 

discussed Cornish-Fisher expansion. This is nothing more than formula (8), but with a different 

percentile calculation, so we get: 

       (      )        (13) 

with      (   )  
 

 
 ( (   )

   )   
 

  
 ( (   )

     (   ))   
 

  
 (   (   )

     (   ))  
  

Where S is the skewness, and K the excess kurtosis. 

                                                           
12

 Provided by manthos vogiatzoglou, PhD candidate (Greece). 
13

 Conditional Value-at-Risk: Algorithms and applications. (2000). The Journal of Risk, 2(3), 21-41. 
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 We thus need to write a Matlab program that minimizes equation (13), just like our previous 

program, but with the only difference that now we also explicitly need to take our percentile 

calculation into account, also shown in equation (13). Computational, this requires some changes to 

our program. We choose to minimize the VaR with a Cornish-Fisher expansion, and not the CVaR, 

seeing the first is computational easier to calculate. Our objective function thus stays the same as 

indicated in equation (9). Also, our restrictions stay the same, i.e., we use an upper and lower bound, 

and an equality condition. In one case we also had to apply an inequality condition to forbid our 

model going short. We use our already specified fminconplus function with the active-set algorithm. 

Since we need to calculate our Cornish-Fisher percentile, we need the skewness and kurtosis of our 

return. This means, we need to calculate the overall return as shown in equation (14) in order to be 

able to calculate the kurtosis and skewness, and consequently the Cornish-Fisher percentile. 

    ( )          (   )   ( )          (   )   ( )          (   ) (14) 

Slight alterations are made to do the calculations with the traditional portfolio, since there we only 

have two assets. Kurtosis and skewness are calculated with the build-in Matlab functions. We should 

note that Matlab calculates the kurtosis, and not the excess kurtosis. This means, in our Matlab code, 

we need to subtract 3 from our calculated kurtosis. The calculation of our Value-at-Risk with a 

Cornish-Fisher expansion, also called the modified VaR, should enable us to adequately interpret the 

risk of portfolios with non-normal returns. 
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Section IV: Empirical Research 

 

Part 1: Influence of Managed Futures on Return Distribution 

 

  
In this part we will analyze the specific risk-return contribution of monthly returns realized by 

managed futures to a traditional portfolio by applying a methodology similar to Kat (2004), as 

discussed in the previous part. Since we have  ten managed futures indices, we can distinguish ten 

different situations, that is, we make ten portfolios consisting of a combination of stocks, bonds, and 

managed futures. We will compare these ten different portfolios with each other in respect to their 

mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis; We must bare in mind that all portfolios entail 

different time periods, since the time data for the managed futures indices differ amongst each other.  

 

As already mentioned, our hypothesis is that as we add more managed futures to a 

traditional portfolio, our standard deviation and kurtosis should decrease, while our skewness should 

increase. We make a difference between 50/50 investors and 33/66 investors. Extended results can 

be found in Appendix III. Our main results are the following… 

For the 50/50 investor we find that: 

Portfolio Standard 

deviation 

Min Skewness Max Kurtosis Min 

Trad + 

CMPST 

Drops until 

45%MF, then 

rises again 

45% Starts increasing 

at 20%MF 

100% Keeps decreasing 100% 

Trad + 

FNDMT 

Drops until 

55%MF, then 

rises again 

55% Starts increasing 

at 45%MF 

100% Decreases until 

10%MF, increases 

until 55%MF, then 

decreases again 

100% 

Trad + 

TCNL 

Drops until 

40%MF, then 

rises again 

40% Starts increasing 

at 20%MF 

100% Keeps decreasing 95% 

Trad + 

NCTA 

Drops until 

45%MF, then 

rises again 

50% Starts increasing 

at 35%MF 

100% Starts decreasing at 

10%MF, then rises 

again at 70%MF 

65% 

Trad + 

BCTA 

Drops until 

25%MF, then 

rises again 

25% Starts increasing 

at 10%MF 

95% Decreases until 

20%MF, then 

increases again 

20% 

Trad + 

BTOP 

Drops until 

40%MF, then 

rises again 

40% Starts increasing 

immediately 

100% Decreases until 

40%MF, then 

increases again 

40% 
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Trad +  

CS 

Drops until 

35%MF, then 

rises again 

35% Start increasing at 

20%MF 

100% Decreases until 

75%MF 

75% 

Trad + 

BGM 

Drops until 

65%MF, then 

rises again 

65% Start increasing at 

15%MF 

95% Decreases until 

55%MF 

55% 

Trad + 

NM 

Drops until 

80%MF, then 

rises again 

80% Starts increasing 

at 35% 

100% Keeps decreasing 100% 

Trad + 

NST 

Drops until 

90%MF, then 

rises again 

90% Starts increasing 

at 65%MF 

100% Increases until 

70%MF, then 

decreases again 

100% 

Table 10: 50/50 Investors’ alternative portfolios 

 

From this research we learn that we should at least invest about 25% into managed futures 

to benefit from its influences on the portfolio standard deviation, with a maximum allocation of 90% 

in the case of NST. This shows that adding managed futures does have positive effects on the 

standard deviation, but only to a certain extent. At a certain point, allocating more weights to 

managed futures has negative effects on the standard deviation for 50/50 investors.  

Skewness benefits are visible  at a minimum allocation between 5 to 65%, with their maxima lying at 

95-100% MF allocation. This learns us that managed futures can have a positive effect on the 

portfolio skewness, but this requires a substantial initial investment in managed futures, ranging 

from 10 to 65% to see its beneficial effects. An exception forms BTOP that start increasing 

immediately. 

  The kurtosis decreases immediately and keeps decreasing in three cases (CMPST, TCNL and 

NM). FDMT forms a special case, in the sense that kurtosis decreases, increases and then decreases 

again to reach it minimum at 100%. Also BCTA is exceptional because it is the only one where its 

minimum is a very low percentage, namely 20%. From other cases we can conclude we should 

allocate at least 10-25% to managed futures to benefit from its influence on the portfolio kurtosis.  

 

For the 33/66 investors we find that: 

Portfolio Standard 

Deviation 

Min Skewness Max Kurtosis Min 

Trad + 

CMPST 

Drops until 

30%MF, then 

rises again 

30% Decreases until 

90%MF 

0% Increases  0% 

Trad + 

FNDMT 

Drops until 

35%MF, then 

rises again 

35% Decreases until 

35%MF, then 

increases again 

0% Decreases until 

10%MF, then rises 

until 45%MF 

100% 
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Trad + 

TCNL 

Drops until 

25%MF, then 

rises again 

25% Decreases until 

15%MF, then 

increases again 

95% Decreases until 

85%MF 

85% 

Trad + 

NCTA 

Drops until 

30%MF, then 

rises again 

30% Decreases until 

25%MF, then 

increases again 

 

100% Decreases until 

55%MF 

55% 

Trad + 

BCTA 

Drops until 

20%MF, then 

rises again 

20% Decreases until 

10%MF, then 

increases again 

100% Decreases until 

15%MF, then 

increases again 

15% 

Trad + 

BTOP 

Drops until 

30%MF, then 

rises again 

30% Decreases until 

15%MF, then 

increases again 

95% Decreases until 

30%MF, then 

increases again 

30% 

Trad +  

CS 

Drops until 

25%MF, then 

rises again 

25% Decreases until 

15%MF, increases 

until 70%, then 

decreases again 

70% Decreases until 

60%MF, then 

increases again 

60% 

Trad + 

BGM 

Drops until 

50%MF, then 

rises again 

50% Decreases until 

15%MF, then 

increases until 

90%MF 

90% Decreases until 

45%MF, then 

increases again 

45% 

Trad +  

NM 

Drops until 

55%MF, then 

rises again 

55% Decreases until 

25%MF, then 

increases again 

100% Decreases 

immediately 

100% 

Trad +  

NST 

Drops until 

80%MF, then 

rises again 

80% Decreases until 

60%MF, then 

increases again 

100% Increases until 

55%, then 

decreases 

100% 

Table 11: 33/66 Investors’ alternative portfolio 

 

In respect to the standard deviation, an allocation of about 20 to 30% managed futures 

seems optimal, yet some cases (such as NM and NST) can have beneficial effects even until an 80% 

allocation for the 33/66 investor. For positive skewness, an investor should at least invest about 15 to 

25% in managed futures. CS forms an exception in the sense that the maximum skew is at 70%MF. 

Remarkable are CMPST and FNDMT, where adding managed futures does not have a beneficial effect 

on the portfolio skewness, and their maximum is at 0%, that is the traditional portfolio without 

managed futures. In respect to the portfolio kurtosis, we get some contrasting results. Maxima 

investments differ between the various portfolios, ranging from 0% for CMPST till 100% for three 

other cases.  

 

From both investment strategies we can conclude managed futures have a positive effect on 

the portfolio standard deviation. To get optimal results in terms of standard deviation, an allocation 
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to managed futures for about 25-30% seems needed.  Optimal skewness results are obtained when 

adding a huge amount of the portfolio to managed futures, with maxima being mostly around 

95%MF. An initial investment in managed futures is required however to start benefiting from its 

influences, that is a 50/50 investor requires an initial investment ranging from 5 to 65%, where a 

33/66 investor requires an initial investment ranging from 15 to 25%. Exceptional is that for 33/66 

investors, investing in CMPST or FNDMT does not have any beneficial results on the portfolio 

skewness. Kurtosis effects seem to be more difficult to interpret. For 50/50 investors it seems that 

for most portfolios, except BGM, BTOP and BCTA, the more managed futures, the better. 33/66 

investors then again can have optimal portfolio results when investing in managed futures ranging 

from 0 to 100%MF allocation, not making us able to make a straightforward conclusion.  

 

Our results are only partly in line with the results of Kat (2004), who finds that as long as at 

least 45-50% of the alternative allocation, that is managed futures and hedge funds, is allocated to 

managed futures, this will have no negative side effects on skewness and kurtosis. Although we get a 

similar result for standard deviation and skewness, our results for kurtosis are not straightforward. 

We thus need to expand our research. We will do this in the next part by constructing global 

minimum variance portfolios with managed futures. 

 

Part 2: Global Minimum Variance Portfolio With Managed Futures 
 
 In this part we construct a global minimum variance portfolio consisting out of stocks, bonds 

and managed futures. We execute calculations using matlab and a script that minimizes the standard 

deviation of a portfolio. The next table summarizes our results. 

 

 Weight 

Stocks 

Weight 

Bonds 

Weight 

MF 

Mean SD Kurtosis Skewness 

CMPST 0.0809 0.7387 0.1805 0.00163 0.01089 0,6638 -0,2957 

FNDMT 0.0932 0.7101 0.1967 0.00011 0.01065 1,2033 -0,3746 

TCNL 0.0852 0.7708 0.1439 0.00163 0.01119 0,6394 -0,3165 

NCTA 0.0979 0.7294 0.1727 0.00125 0.01058 0,4029 -0,3597 

BCTA 0.0886 0.7942 0.1172 0.00213 0.01489 2,4839 0,3707 

BTOP 0.0878 0.7488 0.1634 0.00181 0.01168 0,0395 -0,2058 

CS 0.0928 0.7816 0.1256 0.00115 0.01136 0,2996 -0,2764 

BGM 0.0637 0.6425 0.2938 0.00258 0.00998 0,2854 -0,1559 

NM 0.0585 0.6239 0.3176 0.00317 0.01080 1,3091 -0,0906 

NST 0.0317 0.3844 0.5839 0.00036 0.00837 0,4533 -0,3332 

Table 12: Global Minimum Variance Portfolio including managed futures 
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 Table 12 thus represents the weights for the different asset classes needed to obtain the 

smallest possible  portfolio standard deviation (portfolio risk). We can notice that the weight for the 

managed futures range from a minimum of about 11% to a maximum allocation of about 58%, for 

BCTA and NST respectively. In the last case we notice NST having a very low attractive correlation 

with stocks and bonds. The fact that managed futures are allocated a weight in a three-asset 

portfolio that minimized the standard deviation,  can make us conclude that managed futures posses 

interesting characteristics to help decrease the overall portfolio risk. If managed futures would not 

bring any added value in decreasing the portfolio risk, their weight would have been zero. To better 

assess the impact of managed futures, table 13 summarizes the results from a similar experiment, 

but this time for portfolios only consisting out of stocks and bonds (weight managed futures = 0%). 

Note that for CMPST and TCNL we get the same results, since they cover the same time period. 

 

Traditional 

Portfolio14 

Weight 

stocks 

Weight 

bonds 

Mean SD Kurtosis Skewness 

[CMPST] 0.0935 0.9065 0.00039 0.01221 0,8612 -0,2827 

[FNDMT] 0.1168 0.8832 -0.00007 0.02323 1,1888 -0,4512 

[TCNL] 0.0935 0.9065 0.00039 0.01221 0,8612 -0,2817 

[NCTA] 0.1086 0.8914 0.00026 0.01166 1,0486 -0,4095 

[BCTA] 0.0939 0.9061 0.00113 0.01576 3,0407 0,4666 

[BTOP] 0.0846 0.9154 0.00053 0.01287 0,4619 -0,2081 

[CS] 0.0934 0.9066 0.00040 0.01224 0,8448 -0,2843 

[BGM] 0.0966 0.9034 0.00039 0.01170 0,9359 -0,4394 

[NM] 0.1057 0.8943 0.00021 0.01196 0,9622 -0,4119 

[NST] 0.0777 0.9223 -0.00072 0.01296 0,6820 0,2434 

Table 13: Global minimum variance portfolio without managed futures 

 

 When comparing tables 12 and 13, we find that adding managed futures to the global 

minimum variance portfolio, does result in lower standard deviations, of course as a consequence of 

the low correlations between managed futures and stocks or bonds. In all cases except two (FNDMT 

and NM), adding managed futures also has positive effects on the kurtosis, that is, a lower kurtosis 

for the global minimum variance portfolio with managed futures in comparison with the global 

minimum variance portfolio without managed futures. For the portfolio skewness, in four cases 

(CMPST, TCL, BCTA and NST) adding managed futures does not have a beneficial influence, while in 

the other 6 cases, the portfolio skewness is higher. We also notice that all portfolios with managed 

                                                           
14

 Note that we put the names of the portfolios between square brackets to show that these portfolios actually 
do not contain the managed futures indices, only stocks and bonds, but that they cover the same time period 
as their respective alternative portfolio consisting out of stocks, bonds, and managed futures. 
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futures have higher means than their respective traditional counterpart portfolio without managed 

futures. 

We estimate yearly standard 

deviations with following formula: 

                   √   

We can see that adding managed 

futures can have a substantial 

improvement on the portfolio 

standard deviation, with 

improvements  ranging from 

0,301% for BCTA to 4,358% for  

Table 14: yearly standard devations of GMVP 

 

FNDMT on a yearly basis. This part can make us conclude that from a mean-variance perspective, 

adding managed futures does have beneficial effects on the portfolio standard deviation. For kurtosis 

and skewness the results are still somewhat mixed. Again, we need to expand our research by 

leaving mean-variance analysis behind us, and start to take a look at the value-at-risk literature. 

 

Part 3: Minimizing Value-at-Risk for Alternative Portfolios 
 
 Now we will use Matlab to minimize the portfolio VaR and CVaR, first from our alternative 

portfolios, then from our traditional portfolios. Table 15 shows the results. 

 

Portfolio Weight stocks Weight bonds Weight MF VaR CVaR 

CMPST 0,0089 0,5011 0,4900 0,0263 0,0266 

FNDMT 0 0,4351 0,5649 0,0416 0,0458 

TNCL 0,0325 0,4966 0,4709 0,0266 0,0268 

NCTA 0,0028 0,5529 0,4443 0,0228 0,0244 

BCTA 0,0787 0,7465 0,1747 0,0342 0,0392 

BTOP 0,0727 0,6029 0,3245 0,0242 0,0257 

CS 0,0866 0,6292 0,2842 0,0266 0,0267 

BGM 0 0,4001 0,5999 0,0178 0,0183 

NM 0 0,2836 0,7164 0,0221 0,0221 

NST 0 0,3909 0,6091 0,0177 0,0177 

Table 15: VaR and CVaR of alternative portfolios 

 

Portfolio Yearly Standard 
Deviation with 
managed futures 

Yearly Standard 
Deviation without 
managed futures 

Improve
ment 

CMPST 3,772% 4,230% 0,457% 

FNDMT 3,689% 8,047% 4,358% 

TCNL 3,876% 4,230% 0,353% 

NCTA 3,665% 4,039% 0,374% 

BCTA 5,158% 5,459% 0,301% 

BTOP 4,046% 4,458% 0,412% 

CS 3,935% 4,240% 0,305% 

BGM 3,457% 4,053% 0,596% 

NM 3,741% 4,143% 0,402% 

NST 2,899% 4,489% 1,590% 
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 Table 15 learns us that, when minimizing the VaR, stocks are in four out of ten cases being 

excluded. This can be explained by the large downside risks when investing in stocks. This 

diversification problem with VaR analysis is already discussed as a shortfall (see infra).  Since 

managed futures are included in the minimum VaR-portfolios, this must mean they bring an added 

value with them when it comes to lowering the downside portfolio risk. We see from the results that 

allocating between 17 to more than 70% can have beneficial effects on the portfolio VaR. Note that 

VaR and CVaR are expressed as decimals; multiplying the VaR with 100 to get the percentage and 

after that multiplying it with the portfolio value would give us the maximal possible loss the portfolio 

can encounter on a 1-day horizon on a 1% significance level. As expected, the CVaR is each time 

equal to or larger than the VaR. 

 Table 16 shows us the same, but for our traditional portfolios, i.e. our portfolios without 

managed futures, indicated as the portfolio name between square brackets. 

 

Portfolio Weight stocks Weight bonds VaR CVaR 

[CMPST] 0,1214 0,8786 0,0326 0,0368 

[FNDMT] 0,4780 0,5220 0,0834 0,0903 

[TNCL] 0,1214 0,8786 0,0326 0,0368 

[NCTA] 0,1568 0,8432 0,0350 0,0385 

[BCTA] 0,1641 0,8359 0,0374 0,0428 

[BTOP] 0,0947 0,9053 0,0324 0,0360 

[CS] 0,1214 0,8786 0,0326 0,0369 

[BGM] 0,4970 0,5030 0,0863 0,0914 

[NM] 0,1332 0,8668 0,0334 0,0394 

[NST] -0,1519 1,1519 0,0955 0,0955 

Table 16: VaR and CVaR of traditional portfolios 

 

 Let us first note that for NST the Matlab script could not find a suitable solution when only 

going long, for this and only this portfolio, going short was allowed to find a solution. Again we can 

notice the allocation being highest for the bonds and the CVaR being equal to or larger than the VaR. 

Interesting to see is that the difference between VaR and CVaR for traditional portfolios is substantial 

larger than for the alternative portfolios. Since the CVaR takes different possible economical 

scenarios into account, this could mean that managed futures play a huge role in protecting the 

portfolio from extreme events. Traditional portfolios without managed futures are therefore more 

susceptible to downward tail risk, while the alternative portfolios are able to hedge this.  
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When we compare the CVaR from 

both possible portfolios (see table 

17), we can see that adding 

managed futures to a portfolio can 

limit the CVaR, and thus limit the 

downside portfolio risk. This can 

range from 0,36% to a large 7,31%, 

or even a 7,78% for NST if we allow 

for shorting. All these results are for 

a one-day VaR at 1% significance 

level.  

Table 17: CVaR of traditional and alternative portfolios 

Now let us illustrate this with a practical example for the two extremes. Imagine we have a budget of 

1 million euros. In the case of the BCTA time span, if we would invest it only in stocks and bonds, our 

CVaR would be 4,28%. This means we can be for 99% sure that the largest loss we can encounter 

with our portfolio over a time period of one day, will be 42.800 euros (1million x 0,0428). If we would 

also invest in BCTA managed futures however, our CVaR is 3,92%, limiting the maximal loss of our 

portfolio over one day to 39.200 euros. In the other extreme case, for the BGM time span, investing 

only in stocks and bonds would lead our CVaR to be 91.400 euros, while investing also in managed 

futures would limit our CVaR to 18.300 euros. A great difference!  

This, however, does not take non-normality of our returns into account. For that, we need to 

do a Cornish-Fisher expansion. Again, we use the same methodology and start by optimizing our 

Cornish-Fisher VaR for portfolios containing managed futures (see table 18), and thereafter we 

optimize the same Cornish-Fisher VaR but for portfolios without managed futures, thus only 

containing stocks and bonds (see table 19). 

Table 18 shows us that we should allocate something between 10 to 15% to managed futures 

to get an optimal Cornish-Fisher VaR (CF_VaR). Yet, there are two exceptions. On the one hand, NM 

seems to have no added value to the alternative portfolio and therefore no managed futures are 

added to this portfolio (weight MF = 0%NM). Because skewness and kurtosis of NM lays in line with 

the other results, the correlation coefficients do not. In comparison with the other managed futures 

indices, NM has an extremely large positive correlation with stocks as well as with bonds (see 

Appendix II). This seems to us the main reason why adding NM comes with no advantages. On the 

other hand, we have NST that forms an exception in the sense that over 55% is allocated to managed 

Portfolio CVaR with MF CVaR without MF Difference 

CMPST 2,66% 3,68% 1,02% 

FNDMT 4,58% 9,03% 4,45% 

TNCL 2,68% 3,68% 1% 

NCTA 2,44% 3,85% 1,41% 

BCTA 3,92% 4,28% 0,36% 

BTOP 2,57% 3,60% 1,03% 

CS 2,67% 3,69% 1,02% 

BGM 1,83% 9,14% 7,31% 

NM 2,21% 3,94% 1,73% 

NST 1,77% 9,55% 7,78% 
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futures. Again, the very low (advantageous) correlation with stocks and bonds seems to us to be the 

main reason for this. The weights for stocks in normal conditions ranges from 10 to 20%, while most 

of the portfolio is allocated to bonds (around 75%).  

 

Portfolio Weight stocks Weight bonds Weight MF CF_VaR 

CMPST 0,1025 0,7539 0,1436 0,0249 

FNDMNT 0,1167 0,7517 0,1316 0,0228 

TNCL 0,1070 0,7764 0,1166 0,0252 

NCTA 0,1144 0,7460 0,1395 0,0222 

BCTA 0,1995 0,6780 0,1224 0,0452 

BTOP 0,0966 0,7754 0,1280 0,0262 

CS 0,1133 0,7826 0,1041 0,0246 

BGM 0,1015 0,7451 0,1534 0,0223 

NM 0,1112 0,8888 0 0,0251 

NST 0,0534 0,3902 0,5563 0,0172 

Table 18: Cornish-Fisher VaR for alternative portfolios 

 

 

Portfolio Weight stocks Weight bonds CF_VaR 

[CMPST] 0,1088 0,8912 0,0272 

[FNDMNT] 0,1213 0,8787 0,0242 

[TNCL] 0,1088 0,8912 0,0272 

[NCTA] 0,1114 0,8886 0,0247 

[BCTA] 0,2197 0,7803 0,0487 

[BTOP] 0,0825 0,9175 0,0287 

[CS] 0,1087 0,8913 0,0272 

[BGM] 0,1114 0,8886 0,0242 

[NM] 0,1112 0,8888 0,0251 

[NST] 0,1248 0,8752 0,0276 

Table 19: Cornish-Fisher VaR for traditional portfolios 

 

 

 The results in table 19 are quite straightforward. As one should expect, most of the portfolio 

is allocated to bonds because of their lower overall risk, while about on average 10% is allocated to 

stocks. We can also see the added value managed futures bring with them, since all VaR’s for the 

traditional portfolios are higher (or equal too in the special case of NM, since there is here no 

difference between the traditional and alternative portfolio) than the VaR’s for the alternative 

portfolios. In other words, adding managed futures comes with benefits in 9 out of 10 cases, in the 

sense that it lowers the value at risk for the various portfolios.  
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Table 20 shows us that 

adding managed futures can 

bring added value in the 

sense that they can lower the 

99% 1-day CF_VaR with 0,14 

to 1,04%. Exception is of 

course NM, where the 

managed futures index brings 

no added value and is 

therefore not included in the 

portfolio. 

Table 20: CF_VaR for traditional and alternative portfolios 

 

Part 4: Conclusion and Remarks 
 

 Now that we have executed our empirical research, let us conclude by reviewing and 

comparing our results, and by taking the adequate conclusions.  

 In the first part we analyzed managed futures and their influence on the portfolio standard 

deviation, kurtosis and skewness for 50/50 and 33/66 investors, according to the methodology used 

by Kat (2004). It learned us that managed futures do posses some interesting characteristics, 

especially for lowering the portfolio standard deviation. Also for the portfolio skewness and kurtosis 

there seems to be some positive influences coming from managed futures, yet, this simple approach 

does not allow us to make straightforward conclusions. 

 In the second part, we expand and improve the methodology used in the first part, that is, 

we use Matlab to construct global minimum variance portfolios. This allows us to make more precise 

analyses. From this mean-variance point of view, we find that allocating something between 11 to 58% 

to managed futures, will result in the most optimal results in terms of standard deviation. This, of 

course, comes from the fact that managed futures have low correlations with stocks or bonds. In 

terms of skewness we find that 6 out of 10 portfolios improve when adding managed futures, while 

in terms of kurtosis, we find that 8 out of 10 portfolios improve when adding managed futures. We 

also notice that adding managed futures improves the expected return of the alternative portfolios.  

Portfolio CF_VaR with MF CF_VaR without MF Difference 

CMPST 2,49% 2,72% 0,23% 

FNDMNT 2,28% 2,42% 0,14% 

TNCL 2,52% 2,72% 0,20% 

NCTA 2,22% 2,47% 0,25% 

BCTA 4,52% 4,87% 0,35% 

BTOP 2,62% 2,87% 0,25% 

CS 2,46% 2,72% 0,26% 

BGM 2,23% 2,42% 0,19% 

NM 2,51% 2,51% 0,00% 

NST 1,72% 2,76% 1,04% 
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 Although the previous mean-variance analysis already gives us a good image of the 

interesting characteristics of managed futures, a more appropriate to analyze risk nowadays, is the 

Value-at-Risk approach, that explicitly focuses on the downside risks. In part three we therefore start 

by minimizing the VaR of the various portfolios. The VaR, or more importantly, the CVaR, shows us 

that managed futures are indeed very attractive to minimize the downside portfolio risk, with results 

indicating we should allocate about 20 to 70% to managed futures. Analysis learns us that adding 

managed futures to a portfolio can limit the downside tail risk ranging from 0,36 to 7,31%, for a one-

day CVaR at 1% significance level. 

This would lead us to conclude that managed futures are very beneficial and a large amount 

of the portfolio should be allocated to managed futures. A problem with this approach however, is 

that, as we have seen in the initial data analysis, most of the return series are not normally 

distributed. This can lead to wrong result and we thus need to take this non-normality into account. 

A simple and fast way to do this, is to use a Cornish-Fisher expansion. When minimizing the VaR with 

a Cornish-Fisher expansion, we get some more balanced results. The two exceptions not included, 

managed futures are only being allocated something between 10 to 15% of the portfolio weights. In 

seven out of 10 cases we now get a lower CF_VaR. In the other three cases, especially with BCTA and 

BTOP, their higher CF_VaR is a consequence of the high kurtosis of the managed futures. In all cases, 

the CF_VaR is lower for portfolios with managed futures, than for portfolios without managed 

futures, again showing the added value of managed futures. This last approach, as with the first two 

approaches, shows that managed futures have beneficial influences, yet, when taking kurtosis and 

skewness into account, the results are more balanced. Although we get a lower value at risk with the 

Cornish-Fisher expansion, this lower VaR is attained with a lower allocation percentage for managed 

futures. When one would only analyze the traditional VaR, the allocation to managed futures would 

range from 20 to 70%, while if one also takes the non-normality into account, the optimal portfolio 

and CF_VaR is already obtained adding only about 10 to 15% to managed futures (with the exception 

of NST that allocates more than 55% to managed futures because of its very low correlation with 

stocks and bonds). On the next page we summarize our empirical results. 
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 Methodology Results for alternative 

portfolio 

Results for traditional 

portfolio 

Conclusion Remarks 

Part 1: managed 

futures and return 

distribution 

Influence on first 

four moments of the 

return distribution 

when adding 

managed futures, 

according to 

Kat(2004) 

Positive influence on 

standard deviation, 

kurtosis and skewness 

somewhat mixed results 

- Managed futures do posses 

interesting features for 

minimizing the standard 

deviation, yet, this method 

makes a straightforward 

conclusion difficult 

25-30% MF allocation to 

get optimal results in 

terms of standard 

deviation (eyeball 

econometrics) 

Part 2: global 

minimum variance 

portfolio 

Construct GMVP for 

traditional and 

alternative 

portfolios, i.e. 

minimizing standard 

deviation (Matlab) 

Managed futures 

extremely efficient in 

lowering portfolio 

standard deviation  

(MF allocation 10-60%) 

In all ten cases, the 

standard deviation of 

the traditional 

portfolio is higher, i.e. 

traditional portfolios 

are more risky. 

From a mean-variance 

perspective, managed 

futures are very beneficial 

when added to a 

traditional portfolio 

Mixed results for 
skewness and kurtosis… 

 
And what about           
downside risk?? 

Part 3a: minimum 

VaR and CVaR 

Construct portfolios 

with minimal VaR 

and CVaR (Matlab) 

Managed futures 

extremely efficient in 

limiting downside risk 

(MF allocation 20-70%) 

Much more 

susceptible to 

downward tail risk: in 

all ten cases, the CVaR 

is higher 

From a Value-at-Risk 

perspective, managed 

futures are very beneficial 

to hedge downward tail 

risk 

Diversification problem 

of VaR (no stocks…) 

 

Assumption of normal 

distributed returns 

Part 3b: minimum 

VaR with Cornish-

Fisher expansion 

Construct portfolios 

with minimal VaR 

with Cornish-Fisher 

expansion (Matlab) 

More consistent and 

balanced results, 

explicitly takes kurtosis 

and skewness into 

account which influences 

the VaR accordingly  

(MF allocation 10-15%) 

Since in all ten cases 

the CF_VaR is higher, 

this still points to the 

fact that managed 

futures are excellent 

hedgers of downside 

tailrisk 

Managed futures are 

beneficial to hedge 

downward tail risk, yet, 

taking non-normality into 

account, they require 

lower allocations 

Efficiency of Cornish-

Fisher expansion? 

Cleaning of data? 

Data biases? 

… 
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Section V: General Conclusion 
 

 In this master thesis, we examine the specific advantages and disadvantages of 

managed futures in a portfolio context. To get a good understanding of what managed futures are, 

we start with an overview of the existing literature in the field of alternative investments, and in 

particular the managed futures. This teaches us that managed futures would be a good diversifier for 

a portfolio when it comes to lowering the volatility, as well as limiting the downside risk. While hedge 

funds for example do have larger expected returns, they are also more risky as an alternative 

investment, not only because their correlation with stocks and bonds is much higher, but also 

because of the possible extreme losses that can make disappear years of profits. This is where 

managed futures can make a good contribution in lowering the portfolio standard deviation and the 

downside tail risk.    

The empirical part of the master thesis focuses first on the portfolio volatility. We start with 

the methodology used in Kat (2004) to gain insight in the characteristics of managed futures and 

their influence on a traditional portfolio of stocks and bonds. By differentiating between 50/50 and 

33/66 investors, we look at the effects on the first four moments of the return distribution when 

adding managed futures. A straightforward positive effect on the standard deviation, the effects on 

kurtosis and skewness are somewhat mixed.  We refine this method afterwards by constructing a 

'global minimum variance portfolio'. Here we notice that managed futures are extremely efficient in 

lowering portfolio volatility, with optimal results when one invests between 10 to 60% in managed 

futures. The positive influence of managed futures here comes mainly from the fact that they have a 

very low correlation to traditional investments. Again, the influence on the skewness and kurtosis 

portfolio is ambiguous.  

To get a better view on the possible beneficial influence of managed futures in reducing 

portfolio risk, we then conduct an analysis of the Value-at-Risk (VaR). Minimizing the portfolio VaR 

and conditional VaR (CVaR), we notice again a positive effect when one adds managed futures, this 

time with optimal results at an investment of 20 to 70% in managed futures. Turns out that one must 

add even more managed futures to a traditional portfolio in order to obtain optimal VaR-results, in 

comparison with the optimal volatility. Although we now have a view on the downside risk, this 

method does not take into account the skewness and kurtosis of managed futures, an aspect where 

they are particular known for. We expand our research and this time minimize the VaR with a 

Cornish-Fisher expansion (CF_VaR), a relatively easy way to take into account the skewness and 

kurtosis. This extension gives us more nuanced results. Managed futures with a high (low) kurtosis 
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and or low (high) skewness lead to a higher (lower) CF_VaR, and therefore more (less) risk. Best 

results can be achieved already with an allocation of 10% to 15% in managed futures, much less so 

than before. 

 So we can conclude that from all this that managed futures have a positive effect on 

portfolios and that that they should definitely belong to the investment universe of the risk-averse 

investor. Not only does their low correlation with traditional investments lower the portfolio 

standard deviation, their positive skewness and low kurtosis also limits the downside tail risk, making 

them very attractive investments during a down-market environment.  

Although this master thesis brings forth some interesting conclusions, some remarks are 

needed. We must take into account, as already mentioned a few times, that our Cornish-Fisher 

expansion has its limits. A Fourrier inversion for example would lead to better and more reliable 

results, but is computational more work. Nonetheless, a test of the Cornish-Fisher reliability in this 

practical case seems worth doing. Besides that, this research did not take any data biases into 

account. A more profound analysis of the data used also seems needed in this case. Another aspect 

that comes forth from other literature, is the cleaning of data to make results more reliable. This 

means taking extreme observations out of the return distribution to improve our results, as used for 

example in Boudt, Peterson and Croux (2007). Last, but not least, one could also differentiate 

between various managed futures indices and looks for example between managed futures using 

technical or fundamental analysis. In other words, there is still a lot of work to do in order to fully 

grasp the risks and benefits of managed futures. We can be sure however that managed futures 

posses some very interesting characteristics for hedging risk. They not only made a big uprising the 

last couple of decades, the recent economic crisis makes sure that risk management became a 

concern of every investor, making managed futures a very attractive alternative investment.   
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Appendix I: Managed Futures Databases 
 

When it comes to managed futures, Sweden's RPM (Risk & Portfolio Management) is among the 

largest and more respected institutional managers, overseeing over $6 Billion of client assets mostly 

emanating from Japan and Europe. What makes the firm unique is not only the firm's longevity - with 

a performance track record dating back to 1993 - but the commodity pool's interesting commodity 

trading advisor (CTA) allocation and risk management system that considers market environment, 

market correlation and adjusts risk and leverage accordingly. 

(Source: http://www.opalesque.com/OFI1243/RPM_the_largest_managed_futures_manager_few243.html) 

 

The RPM USD Composite is comparable with an index, while the RPM USD Fundamental Composite 

and RPM USD Technical Composite entail a diversification between managed futures using 

fundamental analysis and managed futures using technical analysis respectively. 

The Barclay CTA Index is a leading industry benchmark of representative performance of commodity 

trading advisors. There are currently 602 programs included in the calculation of the Barclay CTA 

Index for the year 2012, which is unweighted and rebalanced at the beginning of each year. 

To qualify for inclusion in the CTA Index, an advisor must have four years of prior performance 

history. Additional programs introduced by qualified advisors are not added to the Index until after 

their second year. These restrictions, which offset the high turnover rates of trading advisors as well 

as their artificially high short-term performance records, ensure the accuracy and reliability of the 

Barclay CTA Index. 

(Source: http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/cta/sub/cta.html ) 

 

The BTOP50 Index seeks to replicate the overall composition of the managed futures industry with 

regard to trading style and overall market exposure. The BTOP50 employs a top-down approach in 

selecting its constituents. The largest investable trading advisor programs, as measured by assets 

under management, are selected for inclusion in the BTOP50. In each calendar year the selected 

trading advisors represent, in aggregate, no less than 50% of the investable assets of the Barclay CTA 

Universe. To be included in the BTOP50, the following criteria must be met: 

- Program must be open for investment 

- Manager must be willing to provide us daily returns 

- Program must have at least two years of trading activity 

- Program's advisor must have at least three years of operating history 

http://www.opalesque.com/OFI1243/RPM_the_largest_managed_futures_manager_few243.html
http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/cta/sub/cta.html
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- The BTOP50's portfolio will be equally weighted among the selected programs at the beginning of 

each calendar year and will be rebalanced annually. 

For 2012 there are 23 funds in the Barclay BTOP50 Index. 

(Source: http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/btop/index.html) 

 

Barclay Global Macro managers carry long and short positions in any of the world's major capital or 

derivative markets. These positions reflect their views on overall market direction as influenced by 

major economic trends and or events. The portfolios of these funds can include stocks, bonds, 

currencies, and commodities in the form of cash or derivatives instruments. Most funds invest 

globally in both developed and emerging markets.  

(Source: http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/ghs/Global_Macro_Index.html) 

 

The Newedge Alternative Investment Solutions is an innovator in providing investors with 

benchmarking tools that accurately represent key hedge fund strategy styles. The Newedge family of 

indices represents a range of non-investable products that are highly relevant for demonstrating 

potential for diversification of returns. 

The Newedge CTA Index is equal-weighted and reconstituted annually and has become recognized 

as the key managed futures performance benchmark. The index calculates the net daily rate of 

return for a pool of CTAs selected from the largest managers open to new investment. 

The Newedge Short-Term Traders Index is designed to track the daily performance of a portfolio of 

CTAs and Global Macro managers executing diversified trading strategies with a less than 10-day 

average holding period. 

The Newedge Macro Trading Index is a broad based performance measure for constituents that 

trade Global Macro strategies. These managers may typically employ top-down fundamental 

research to forecast the effect of global macroeconomic and political events on the valuation of 

financial instruments and are frequently focused on a diversified basket of instruments. 

In order to be eligible for inclusion as a constituent program, individual programs must 

predominately trade a relevant Global Macro strategy, provide monthly performance data, and have 

AUM greater than USD 30 million. 

(Source: http://www.newedge.com/web/guest/brokerage_services/research/newedge_indices)  

 

http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/btop/index.html
http://www.barclayhedge.com/research/indices/ghs/Global_Macro_Index.html
http://www.newedge.com/web/guest/brokerage_services/research/newedge_indices
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The Credit Suisse/Tremont Hedge Fund Index is broadly diversified, encompassing 490 funds 

(September 2008) across ten style-based sectors, and representative of the entire hedge fund 

industry. Index construction is fully transparent, with unbiased, rules-based selection criteria and 

published constituents. The Credit Suisse/Tremont Hedge Fund Index is the largest asset-weighted 

hedge fund index. Unlike even-weighted indices, it does not underweight top performers and 

overweight decliners. 

Managed Futures: Focus on investing in listed bond, equity, commodity futures and currency 

markets, globally  

(Source: http://www.hedgeindex.com/hedgeindex/documents/Broad_Index_Factsheet.pdf)  

 

http://www.hedgeindex.com/hedgeindex/documents/Broad_Index_Factsheet.pdf
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Appendix II: Main Statistics for the Different Portfolios 

 
Traditional Portfolio: Period February 1980 – April 2011 (387 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov 

E[R] 0,007724 0,000523 

St.Dev. 0,045372 0,016253 

Correlation matrix   

S&P 500 1  

Barclays Gov 0,056355 1 

 

Traditional Portfolio + Managed futures index 

Traditional Portfolio + CMPST: Period January 1994 – April 2011 (208 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov CMPST 

E[R] 0,006232 -0,000215 0,007121 

St.Dev. 0,047182 0,013099 0,027339 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,109175 1  

CMPST -0,059372 -0,037706 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + FNDMT: Period April 2001 – April 2011 (121 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov FNDMT 

E[R] 0,001896 -0,000336 0,000874 

St.Dev. 0,050814 0,013524 0,023029 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,279802 1  

FNDMT 0,013377 0,036141 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + TNCL: Period January 1994 – April 2011 (208 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov TNCL 

E[R] 0,006232 -0,000215 0,008788 

St.Dev. 0,047182 0,013099 0,031090 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,109175 1  

TNCL -0,069440 -0,016089 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + BCTA: Period February 1980 – March 2011 (374 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov BCTA 

E[R] 0,007727 0,000450 0,009284 

St.Dev. 0,045201 0,016378 0,041442 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov 0,080808 1  

BCTA -0,039729 0,047558 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + NCTA: Period January 2000 – April 2011 (136 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov NCTA 

E[R] -0,000948 0,000174 0,005963 

St.Dev. 0,050640 0,013171 0,026006 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,248171 1  

NCTA -0,102134 0,036110 1 
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Traditional Portfolio + BTOP: Period January 1987 – April 2011 (292 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov BTOP 

E[R] 0,006863 -0,000129 0,008001 

St.Dev. 0,046510 0,013525 0,030464 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,033122 1  

BTOP -0,170027 0,021617 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + CS: Period January 1994 – March 2011 (207 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov CS 

E[R] 0,006166 -0,000198 0,005808 

St.Dev. 0,047287 0,013129 0,033952 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,108835 1  

CS -0,138026 0,015095 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + BGM: Period January 1997 – March 2011 (171 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov BGM 

E[R] 0,004488 -0,000046 0,007903 

St.Dev. 0,050519 0,012851 0,017802 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,192106 1  

BGM 0,058220 0,023305 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + NM: Period January 2000 – Juin 2010 (126 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov NM 

E[R] -0,000796 0,000332 0,009489 

St.Dev. 0,050946 0,013418 0,015682 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,231894 1  

NM 0,215423 0,215560 1 

 
Traditional Portfolio + NST: Period January 2008 – April 2011 (40 monthly observations) 

 S&P 500 Barclays Gov NST 

E[R] 0,000129 -0,000795 0,001139 

St.Dev. 0,072300 0,014359 0,010899 

Correlation matrix    

S&P 500 1   

Barclays Gov -0,262174 1  

NST 0,003855 0,005143 1 
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Appendix III: Influence of Managed Futures on Portfolio Return 

Distribution. 

 

 According to the methodology used by Kat (2004), we differentiate between 50/50 investors 

and 33/66 investors. We calculate the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of the 

portfolio returns, each time adding more managed futures to the traditional portfolio of stocks and 

bonds. We use an interval of 5% for the managed futures weights. These calculations were done in 

excel. The excel files are available upon request.  

Following formulas were used: 

Expected Return of the portfolio: 

                                    

Expected Portfolio Risk: 

  
    

    
    

    
    

   
                    (   )    

                   (   )                    (   )  

 

Portfolio Skewness: 

   
 

 ⁄ ∑ (    ̅)  

(  ⁄ ∑ (    ̅) ) 

   
 

Portfolio Kurtosis: 

   
 

 ⁄ ∑ (    ̅) 

 

(  ⁄ ∑ (    ̅) ) 
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return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + CMPST 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,0030085 0,023784325 -0,403567721 1,413922946 

5 0,003214125 0,022541703 -0,427198203 1,387105955 

10 0,00341975 0,021391087 -0,44785789 1,343979066 

15 0,003625375 0,020348092 -0,462721324 1,282016984 

20 0,003831 0,019430056 -0,468204808 1,199571854 

25 0,004036625 0,018655438 -0,460335357 1,096469494 

30 0,00424225 0,018042717 -0,435567763 0,974429468 

35 0,004447875 0,017608803 -0,3919959 0,837064793 

40 0,0046535 0,017367102 -0,330561032 0,68939846 

45 0,004859125 0,017325662 -0,25557013 0,537146331 

50 0,00506475 0,017485906 -0,173979248 0,386139403 

55 0,005270375 0,0178424 -0,093583933 0,241992636 

60 0,005476 0,018383732 -0,020987292 0,109790914 

65 0,005681625 0,019094187 0,039695386 -0,006388959 

70 0,00588725 0,01995571 0,087027982 -0,103971844 

75 0,006092875 0,020949672 0,121635931 -0,18210278 

80 0,0062985 0,022058177 0,145318955 -0,241474681 

85 0,006504125 0,023264857 0,160290472 -0,283884549 

90 0,00670975 0,024555244 0,168690288 -0,311722477 

95 0,006915375 0,025916837 0,172348308 -0,327543442 

100 0,007121 0,027339 0,172716588 -0,333779407 
 

return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + FNDMT 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,00078 0,024394654 -0,443853517 2,484200824 

5 0,0007847 0,023231035 -0,485151423 2,431933803 

10 0,0007894 0,02213042 -0,526224127 2,402120677 

15 0,0007941 0,021102669 -0,565634262 2,404872771 

20 0,0007988 0,020158928 -0,601525831 2,450540107 

25 0,0008035 0,019311518 -0,631702799 2,547185758 

30 0,0008082 0,01857363 -0,653856009 2,696685098 

35 0,0008129 0,017958768 -0,665970641 2,890108659 

40 0,0008176 0,017479919 -0,666874729 3,104283145 

45 0,0008223 0,017148482 -0,656773195 3,302429562 

50 0,000827 0,016973093 -0,637513524 3,441166731 

55 0,0008317 0,016958596 -0,612357468 3,483009385 

60 0,0008364 0,0171054 -0,585245649 3,409211291 

65 0,0008411 0,017409424 -0,55983176 3,226170759 

70 0,0008458 0,017862643 -0,538702538 2,962010448 

75 0,0008505 0,018454067 -0,523067002 2,655905247 

80 0,0008552 0,01917091 -0,512915365 2,346224298 

85 0,0008599 0,019999691 -0,50744053 2,062453118 

90 0,0008646 0,020927113 -0,505487281 1,822364912 

95 0,0008693 0,021940673 -0,505887243 1,633146931 

100 0,000874 0,023029 -0,507644994 1,494347975 
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return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + NCTA 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,000561 0,024529752 -0,355227797 2,072874295 

5 0,0008311 0,023214897 -0,371737627 2,075857593 

10 0,0011012 0,021980786 -0,389860526 2,055176539 

15 0,0013713 0,020841766 -0,408837948 2,000609309 

20 0,0016414 0,019814244 -0,427234338 1,900808697 

25 0,0019115 0,018916399 -0,442739517 1,745624935 

30 0,0021816 0,018167465 -0,452124638 1,53017302 

35 0,0024517 0,017586477 -0,451541736 1,259989434 

40 0,0027218 0,017190474 -0,437311685 0,954918598 

45 0,0029919 0,016992392 -0,407102846 0,648158421 

50 0,003262 0,016999151 -0,361026804 0,378366982 

55 0,0035321 0,017210512 -0,301993875 0,1774045 

60 0,0038022 0,01761911 -0,235000539 0,060427141 

65 0,0040723 0,018211677 -0,165694054 0,023848059 

70 0,0043424 0,01897098 -0,098970913 0,050893317 

75 0,0046125 0,019877922 -0,038183187 0,119975723 

80 0,0048826 0,020913304 0,014961744 0,211301266 

85 0,0051527 0,022059046 0,06006367 0,310026047 

90 0,0054228 0,023298875 0,097559735 0,406637808 

95 0,0056929 0,024618579 0,128313995 0,495941689 

100 0,005963 0,026006 0,153332834 0,575708382 

return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + TCNL 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,0030085 0,023784325 -0,403567716 1,413922945 

5 0,003297475 0,022534547 -0,427263452 1,387459304 

10 0,00358645 0,021403761 -0,446885576 1,330368306 

15 0,003875425 0,020411751 -0,459114185 1,236562297 

20 0,0041644 0,019579625 -0,460073264 1,102574414 

25 0,004453375 0,018928478 -0,446060882 0,929771284 

30 0,00474235 0,018477455 -0,41472327 0,72592198 

35 0,005031325 0,018241405 -0,366303469 0,504848535 

40 0,0053203 0,018228683 -0,304263345 0,283566301 

45 0,005609275 0,01843975 -0,234691936 0,077931996 

50 0,00589825 0,018867096 -0,164616002 -0,100996386 

55 0,006187225 0,019496506 -0,100078718 -0,248236012 

60 0,0064762 0,020309202 -0,044925996 -0,363881316 

65 0,006765175 0,021284197 -0,000631788 -0,451107933 

70 0,00705415 0,022400311 0,033143961 -0,514358716 

75 0,007343125 0,02363756 0,05777306 -0,558184946 

80 0,0076321 0,024977952 0,07500301 -0,586684762 

85 0,007921075 0,026405783 0,086543985 -0,603314731 

90 0,00821005 0,027907636 0,093870411 -0,610886395 

95 0,008499025 0,029472197 0,098162666 -0,611637314 

100 0,008788 0,03109 0,10032216 -0,607322924 
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return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + BTOP 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,003367 0,024002266 -0,443500297 1,873820649 

5 0,0035987 0,022610578 -0,445397428 1,73406457 

10 0,0038304 0,021331867 -0,442650003 1,560081761 

15 0,0040621 0,020187612 -0,430649125 1,355058185 

20 0,0042938 0,019201865 -0,402931027 1,132354802 

25 0,0045255 0,01840012 -0,35175874 0,919237955 

30 0,0047572 0,017807246 -0,269952883 0,756045199 

35 0,0049889 0,017444554 -0,153944028 0,686615288 

40 0,0052206 0,017326503 -0,006826941 0,740610765 

45 0,0054523 0,017458058 0,160748464 0,917190396 

50 0,005684 0,017833696 0,333192164 1,182802663 

55 0,0059157 0,018438505 0,494910907 1,486046176 

60 0,0061474 0,019250897 0,634641725 1,778606128 

65 0,0063791 0,020245899 0,747128437 2,028887446 

70 0,0066108 0,021398052 0,832276465 2,224138821 

75 0,0068425 0,022683423 0,893179772 2,365329069 

80 0,0070742 0,024080688 0,934251659 2,460525828 

85 0,0073059 0,025571512 0,959980282 2,519922194 

90 0,0075376 0,027140482 0,974303645 2,553092456 

95 0,0077693 0,028774817 0,980404479 2,567901639 

100 0,008001 0,030464 0,980728735 2,570338294 

return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + BCTA 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,0040885 0,024652657 -0,281175305 1,295115745 

5 0,004348275 0,023468902 -0,285488873 1,165724177 

10 0,00460805 0,022486929 -0,273577343 0,988317785 

15 0,004867825 0,021734102 -0,231205026 0,804767858 

20 0,0051276 0,021234809 -0,143978544 0,698372445 

25 0,005387375 0,021007135 -0,002715926 0,777879109 

30 0,00564715 0,02105989 0,191322428 1,135140529 

35 0,005906925 0,021391001 0,424852322 1,797742821 

40 0,0061667 0,021987895 0,676309082 2,710497873 

45 0,006426475 0,022829735 0,922823718 3,759412788 

50 0,00668625 0,023890642 1,146381282 4,818291071 

55 0,006946025 0,0251429 1,336578616 5,787310789 

60 0,0072058 0,026559456 1,490125154 6,608539671 

65 0,007465575 0,028115488 1,608698937 7,262201097 

70 0,00772535 0,029789148 1,696641595 7,754523627 

75 0,007985125 0,031561728 1,759223157 8,105462771 

80 0,0082449 0,03341749 1,801600036 8,339793799 

85 0,008504675 0,035343335 1,828314012 8,481884101 

90 0,00876445 0,037328416 1,843130254 8,55320958 

95 0,009024225 0,039363774 1,849054867 8,57154949 

100 0,009284 0,041442 1,848430379 8,551059024 
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return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + BGM 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,002221 0,024838879 -0,360460708 1,315176818 

5 0,0025051 0,023671669 -0,364307036 1,282490302 

10 0,0027892 0,022541227 -0,365081824 1,237665298 

15 0,0030733 0,021453365 -0,361401843 1,178836654 

20 0,0033574 0,020414891 -0,351475312 1,104600965 

25 0,0036415 0,019433723 -0,333069669 1,01460327 

30 0,0039256 0,018518974 -0,303553674 0,910368991 

35 0,0042097 0,017680954 -0,260079079 0,796311467 

40 0,0044938 0,016931061 -0,199979702 0,680651427 

45 0,0047779 0,016281476 -0,121443476 0,57570408 

50 0,005062 0,01574462 -0,024419954 0,496762258 

55 0,0053461 0,015332338 0,088455134 0,458955949 

60 0,0056302 0,015054869 0,211345673 0,472357064 

65 0,0059143 0,014919736 0,33560064 0,537102353 

70 0,0061984 0,014930804 0,451247096 0,641350213 

75 0,0064825 0,015087752 0,549204136 0,764016237 

80 0,0067666 0,015386115 0,623321995 0,881418735 

85 0,0070507 0,015817894 0,671389327 0,974411833 

90 0,0073348 0,016372537 0,694847616 1,032595844 

95 0,0076189 0,017038049 0,697613794 1,054513307 

100 0,007903 0,017802 0,684677583 1,045080884 

return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + CS 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,002984 0,02383954 -0,399665683 1,393072813 

5 0,0031252 0,022485276 -0,416934701 1,372655345 

10 0,0032664 0,021272781 -0,429269523 1,318035408 

15 0,0034076 0,020227568 -0,4335334 1,221811337 

20 0,0035488 0,019376724 -0,426387 1,081378624 

25 0,00369 0,018746733 -0,405234489 0,90274748 

30 0,0038312 0,018360345 -0,369476321 0,702267597 

35 0,0039724 0,018233052 -0,321429632 0,503530768 

40 0,0041136 0,018370241 -0,26612637 0,329552934 

45 0,0042548 0,018766113 -0,209809379 0,194685402 

50 0,004396 0,019404842 -0,15794383 0,101530319 

55 0,0045372 0,020263476 -0,113893407 0,043818005 

60 0,0046784 0,021315456 -0,078748699 0,011768537 

65 0,0048196 0,022533721 -0,051959195 -0,003750984 

70 0,0049608 0,023892846 -0,032155588 -0,00947158 

75 0,005102 0,025370205 -0,017775864 -0,009681507 

80 0,0052432 0,026946358 -0,007407278 -0,006862065 

85 0,0053844 0,028604977 8,75101E-05 -0,002363936 

90 0,0055256 0,030332539 0,005564174 0,003098531 

95 0,0056668 0,03211792 0,009640241 0,009144382 

100 0,005808 0,033952 0,012749945 0,015559365 
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return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + NST 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 -0,000333 0,034961107 -0,38713636 0,763754593 

5 -0,0002594 0,033220269 -0,397196203 0,77679037 

10 -0,0001858 0,031489359 -0,408275097 0,792530707 

15 -0,0001122 0,029770107 -0,420500807 0,811624274 

20 -0,0000386 0,028064656 -0,434010718 0,834886962 

25 0,000035 0,026375684 -0,448945006 0,863337624 

30 0,0001086 0,02470657 -0,46543215 0,898228664 

35 0,0001822 0,023061627 -0,483560554 0,941051933 

40 0,0002558 0,021446416 -0,503325388 0,993475283 

45 0,0003294 0,019868192 -0,524532048 1,057113736 

50 0,000403 0,018336506 -0,546626062 1,132939782 

55 0,0004766 0,016864044 -0,568405318 1,21996397 

60 0,0005502 0,015467728 -0,587565576 1,312580489 

65 0,0006238 0,014170088 -0,60007499 1,395884534 

70 0,0006974 0,013000703 -0,599571906 1,439189021 

75 0,000771 0,011997137 -0,577496319 1,391978787 

80 0,0008446 0,011204036 -0,525427133 1,195216574 

85 0,0009182 0,010668443 -0,440841662 0,824715522 

90 0,0009918 0,010430104 -0,333627792 0,350799668 

95 0,0010654 0,010509261 -0,225076551 -0,065915471 

100 0,001139 0,010899 -0,135794587 -0,286037788 

return statistics 50/50 investors - Traditional + NM 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 -0,000232 0,024791608 -0,337740262 2,052312044 

5 0,00025405 0,02378324 -0,352307016 2,011281369 

10 0,0007401 0,022800803 -0,366319951 1,963631792 

15 0,00122615 0,021847794 -0,379261425 1,909038093 

20 0,0017122 0,020928235 -0,390452306 1,847420315 

25 0,00219825 0,020046729 -0,399026929 1,779056446 

30 0,0026843 0,019208516 -0,40391925 1,704698857 

35 0,00317035 0,018419506 -0,403873167 1,625663635 

40 0,0036564 0,017686287 -0,397495267 1,543840356 

45 0,00414245 0,017016072 -0,383371627 1,461550254 

50 0,0046285 0,016416579 -0,360267132 1,3811801 

55 0,00511455 0,015895812 -0,327409416 1,304564582 

60 0,0056006 0,015461728 -0,284824814 1,23220545 

65 0,00608665 0,015121793 -0,233644156 1,162589153 

70 0,0065727 0,01488246 -0,17625253 1,092008047 

75 0,00705875 0,014748627 -0,116156871 1,015246826 

80 0,0075448 0,014723173 -0,057520452 0,927154242 

85 0,00803085 0,014806655 -0,004452075 0,824590962 

90 0,0085169 0,014997255 0,039732691 0,707889655 

95 0,00900295 0,015290967 0,073031148 0,581120356 

100 0,009489 0,015682 0,094905948 0,451071429 
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return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + CMPST 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,001934 0,017135342 0,037229919 -0,031095467 

5 0,00219335 0,016235153 0,004702741 0,052404802 

10 0,0024527 0,015462566 -0,032904826 0,137330063 

15 0,00271205 0,014837526 -0,075567428 0,221895559 

20 0,0029714 0,014379289 -0,122877551 0,304909776 

25 0,00323075 0,014104121 -0,173979248 0,386139403 

30 0,0034901 0,014022802 -0,227564532 0,466470773 

35 0,00374945 0,01413868 -0,281953884 0,547742863 

40 0,0040088 0,014447008 -0,335260618 0,632236563 

45 0,00426815 0,014935874 -0,385610749 0,721955815 

50 0,0045275 0,015588301 -0,431368405 0,8179454 

55 0,00478685 0,016384762 -0,471313221 0,919886041 

60 0,0050462 0,017305382 -0,504733078 1,026087516 

65 0,00530555 0,018331464 -0,531424065 1,133836406 

70 0,0055649 0,01944632 -0,551615964 1,239937049 

75 0,00582425 0,020635569 -0,565855749 1,341258425 

80 0,0060836 0,021887086 -0,574881887 1,435151027 

85 0,00634295 0,023190793 -0,579513237 1,519678467 

90 0,0066023 0,024538372 -0,580564605 1,593676299 

95 0,00686165 0,025922983 -0,578791232 1,656686822 

100 0,007121 0,027339 -0,574858437 1,708825964 

return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + FNDMT 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,000408 0,016814437 -0,383734603 2,850776628 

5 0,0004313 0,01605285 -0,450432806 2,804488216 

10 0,0004546 0,015381832 -0,514996699 2,802348242 

15 0,0004779 0,014813697 -0,573669542 2,857864369 

20 0,0005012 0,01436066 -0,622320935 2,975652785 

25 0,0005245 0,014033873 -0,657243986 3,144695633 

30 0,0005478 0,013842279 -0,676157274 3,335298129 

35 0,0005711 0,013791515 -0,679016944 3,503853079 

40 0,0005944 0,013883125 -0,668189196 3,605682921 

45 0,0006177 0,014114337 -0,647807006 3,610286138 

50 0,000641 0,014478465 -0,622594561 3,510701612 

55 0,0006643 0,01496581 -0,596718136 3,322568788 

60 0,0006876 0,015564802 -0,573104299 3,075253906 

65 0,0007109 0,01626311 -0,553318923 2,801086811 

70 0,0007342 0,017048534 -0,537826525 2,527528153 

75 0,0007575 0,017909617 -0,526382762 2,273739398 

80 0,0007808 0,018835984 -0,518388593 2,050579003 

85 0,0008041 0,019818484 -0,513137931 1,862336197 

90 0,0008274 0,020849182 -0,509959439 1,708878571 

95 0,0008507 0,021921281 -0,508280664 1,58751484 

100 0,000874 0,023029 -0,507644994 1,494347975 
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return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + NCTA 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,000432 0,016984342 -0,2790477 2,364759707 

5 0,00070855 0,016079709 -0,322781517 2,358911355 

10 0,0009851 0,015291698 -0,36769454 2,291222769 

15 0,00126165 0,014639153 -0,408901228 2,140588689 

20 0,0015382 0,01414084 -0,439691156 1,894588336 

25 0,00181475 0,013813462 -0,452772648 1,560004329 

30 0,0020913 0,013669304 -0,442567608 1,169133868 

35 0,00236785 0,013714146 -0,407618781 0,774491638 

40 0,0026444 0,013946166 -0,351584787 0,431367069 

45 0,00292095 0,01435629 -0,282003554 0,178185676 

50 0,0031975 0,014929849 -0,207593256 0,026924553 

55 0,00347405 0,015648881 -0,135733266 -0,03311296 

60 0,0037506 0,016494374 -0,071212617 -0,02444349 

65 0,00402715 0,017447953 -0,01624344 0,028716887 

70 0,0043037 0,018492905 0,028856593 0,106216236 

75 0,00458025 0,019614633 0,064873363 0,19370571 

80 0,0048568 0,020800718 0,093079216 0,282104892 

85 0,00513335 0,022040774 0,114847021 0,366277581 

90 0,0054099 0,023326195 0,131449821 0,443716582 

95 0,00568645 0,024649885 0,143979779 0,513523193 

100 0,005963 0,026006 0,153332834 0,575708382 

return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + TCNL 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,001934 0,017135342 -0,309912926 1,203029156 

5 0,0022767 0,016240933 -0,352256442 1,191270876 

10 0,0026194 0,01551129 -0,386189076 1,134643074 

15 0,0029621 0,014970525 -0,404099157 1,024510837 

20 0,0033048 0,014639581 -0,399179333 0,860170822 

25 0,0036475 0,014532802 -0,368452054 0,652180788 

30 0,0039902 0,014655087 -0,314865465 0,421134101 

35 0,0043329 0,015000836 -0,246652586 0,191406616 

40 0,0046756 0,015555155 -0,174122983 -0,016530384 

45 0,0050183 0,016296775 -0,106078002 -0,19071721 

50 0,005361 0,017201487 -0,047875269 -0,327793867 

55 0,0057037 0,018245046 -0,001447886 -0,430323561 

60 0,0060464 0,019405063 0,033629019 -0,503717341 

65 0,0063891 0,020661934 0,058963706 -0,554025506 

70 0,0067318 0,021999065 0,076509323 -0,586766929 

75 0,0070745 0,023402701 0,088107816 -0,606494961 

80 0,0074172 0,024861581 0,095305428 -0,616761047 

85 0,0077599 0,026366538 0,099319033 -0,620245528 

90 0,0081026 0,027910117 0,10106995 -0,618932301 

95 0,0084453 0,029486255 0,101239128 -0,614273055 

100 0,008788 0,03109 0,10032216 -0,607322924 
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return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + BTOP 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,002201667 0,017674656 -0,242926299 1,129729499 

5 0,002491633 0,016649042 -0,271036372 1,032379542 

10 0,0027816 0,01577763 -0,295160541 0,90233553 

15 0,003071567 0,015087164 -0,303685405 0,74499129 

20 0,003361533 0,014603332 -0,281933415 0,58370812 

25 0,0036515 0,014347055 -0,217005235 0,461009503 

30 0,003941467 0,014330546 -0,10454961 0,425339623 

35 0,004231433 0,014554622 0,047097834 0,506906656 

40 0,0045214 0,015008511 0,219354359 0,700556293 

45 0,004811367 0,015672257 0,391008434 0,970105114 

50 0,005101333 0,016520587 0,54550504 1,268335778 

55 0,0053913 0,017526717 0,674008875 1,555743526 

60 0,005681267 0,018665148 0,774510055 1,808487765 

65 0,005971233 0,019913201 0,84927517 2,017162346 

70 0,0062612 0,021251571 0,902464667 2,181905667 

75 0,006551167 0,022664265 0,938580261 2,307699725 

80 0,006841133 0,024138235 0,961686352 2,401189467 

85 0,0071311 0,025662926 0,975134131 2,468953055 

90 0,007421067 0,027229819 0,981547525 2,516747662 

95 0,007711033 0,028832035 0,982918108 2,549297422 

100 0,008001 0,030464 0,980728735 2,570338294 

return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + BCTA 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,002875667 0,019308534 0,042850402 1,024398311 

5 0,003196083 0,018451311 0,016872924 0,968272824 

10 0,0035165 0,017848429 0,006696185 0,86972045 

15 0,003836917 0,017526156 0,037331001 0,800779923 

20 0,004157333 0,017500001 0,128921291 0,885351407 

25 0,00447775 0,017771272 0,285833747 1,238285432 

30 0,004798167 0,018326766 0,493408096 1,893770915 

35 0,005118583 0,019141754 0,725138224 2,785362852 

40 0,005439 0,020184829 0,954143862 3,788257394 

45 0,005759417 0,0214227 1,16115474 4,779146972 

50 0,006079833 0,022823693 1,336476903 5,67252229 

55 0,00640025 0,024359681 1,478017709 6,426751981 

60 0,006720667 0,026006755 1,588229767 7,033472287 

65 0,007041083 0,027745139 1,671588993 7,503661758 

70 0,0073615 0,029558726 1,733013122 7,856765929 

75 0,007681917 0,031434504 1,77705671 8,114044524 

80 0,008002333 0,033361984 1,807597487 8,29521133 

85 0,00832275 0,035332705 1,827784717 8,417115746 

90 0,008643167 0,037339822 1,840105703 8,49351078 

95 0,008963583 0,03937777 1,846492349 8,53531669 

100 0,009284 0,041442 1,848430379 8,551059024 
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return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + CS 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,001923333 0,017176438 -0,307338711 1,182792317 

5 0,002117567 0,016203558 -0,349678397 1,154655322 

10 0,0023118 0,015427677 -0,378845811 1,075246106 

15 0,002506033 0,014879643 -0,386031477 0,939202847 

20 0,002700267 0,014585163 -0,365300697 0,756006231 

25 0,0028945 0,01455963 -0,317511592 0,551088708 

30 0,003088733 0,014804436 -0,251272726 0,356650512 

35 0,003282967 0,015306615 -0,179381346 0,197641254 

40 0,0034772 0,016042016 -0,113319897 0,083778079 

45 0,003671433 0,016980362 -0,059793345 0,011576689 

50 0,003865667 0,018090102 -0,020598697 -0,028729873 

55 0,0040599 0,019341756 0,005626495 -0,047430056 

60 0,004254133 0,020709609 0,021543356 -0,052681669 

65 0,004448367 0,022172166 0,029917243 -0,050084973 

70 0,0046426 0,023711909 0,033083799 -0,043178213 

75 0,004836833 0,025314758 0,032819625 -0,034087136 

80 0,005031067 0,026969463 0,030395793 -0,024047726 

85 0,0052253 0,028667046 0,026686699 -0,013760482 

90 0,005419533 0,030400326 0,022277351 -0,003611561 

95 0,005613767 0,032163531 0,017550283 0,006194921 

100 0,005808 0,033952 0,012749945 0,015559365 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + BGM 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 0,001465333 0,017364991 -0,320094395 1,381228673 

5 0,001787217 0,016581027 -0,336401704 1,325286211 

10 0,0021091 0,015849297 -0,346718314 1,247420121 

15 0,002430983 0,015177358 -0,347850565 1,146960088 

20 0,002752867 0,01457348 -0,336040047 1,02615852 

25 0,00307475 0,014046447 -0,307334817 0,891424332 

30 0,003396633 0,01360519 -0,258280428 0,754004273 

35 0,003718517 0,013258278 -0,186899577 0,629334908 

40 0,0040404 0,013013257 -0,093742358 0,534455361 

45 0,004362283 0,012875946 0,017407205 0,483681518 

50 0,004684167 0,012849798 0,139623775 0,483983933 

55 0,00500605 0,012935487 0,263931803 0,532290854 

60 0,005327933 0,013130823 0,381110743 0,61630468 

65 0,005649817 0,013431025 0,483536407 0,718519409 

70 0,0059717 0,013829263 0,566382187 0,821387608 

75 0,006293583 0,014317361 0,627886089 0,911335643 

80 0,006615467 0,014886481 0,668843457 0,98047175 

85 0,00693735 0,015527717 0,691724348 1,026221258 

90 0,007259233 0,016232525 0,699789118 1,04984144 

95 0,007581117 0,016992997 0,696413809 1,054733412 

100 0,007903 0,017802 0,684677583 1,045080884 
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return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + NST 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 -0,000487 0,023483573 -0,359738958 1,403655062 

5 -0,0004057 0,022319346 -0,378090884 1,429515245 

10 -0,0003244 0,021169886 -0,398319794 1,459771821 

15 -0,0002431 0,020037734 -0,420585981 1,495201901 

20 -0,0001618 0,018925996 -0,445010911 1,53662026 

25 -0,0000805 0,017838489 -0,471632499 1,584770723 

30 8E-07 0,016779926 -0,500331705 1,640102116 

35 0,0000821 0,01575614 -0,530716582 1,702343947 

40 0,0001634 0,014774365 -0,561947816 1,769757462 

45 0,0002447 0,01384354 -0,592494787 1,837913949 

50 0,000326 0,012974636 -0,619835114 1,897914856 

55 0,0004073 0,012180911 -0,640174268 1,934277586 

60 0,0004886 0,011477973 -0,648385406 1,923511129 

65 0,0005699 0,010883426 -0,638530594 1,835768312 

70 0,0006512 0,010415849 -0,605367356 1,642976567 

75 0,0007325 0,010092903 -0,546836062 1,334739807 

80 0,0008138 0,009928711 -0,466477255 0,935412365 

85 0,0008951 0,009931152 -0,373787535 0,506978123 

90 0,0009764 0,010100103 -0,281318024 0,127398384 

95 0,0010577 0,010427474 -0,19999235 -0,143685069 

100 0,001139 0,010899 -0,135794587 -0,286037788 

return statistics 33/66 investors - Traditional + NM 

%MF Mean SD Skew Kurt 

0 -0,000044 0,017261328 -0,262609869 2,259096925 

5 0,00043265 0,016668551 -0,281529746 2,20335714 

10 0,0009093 0,01611121 -0,297748498 2,136211353 

15 0,00138595 0,015593103 -0,310180991 2,058012084 

20 0,0018626 0,015118266 -0,317643807 1,969799974 

25 0,00233925 0,014690893 -0,318943745 1,873357728 

30 0,0028159 0,014315238 -0,313010987 1,771141477 

35 0,00329255 0,013995466 -0,299070651 1,666049053 

40 0,0037692 0,013735479 -0,276830411 1,561022829 

45 0,00424585 0,013538722 -0,246644516 1,458548528 

50 0,0047225 0,01340798 -0,209603658 1,360180112 

55 0,00519915 0,013345193 -0,167505448 1,266255974 

60 0,0056758 0,013351319 -0,122686614 1,175935927 

65 0,00615245 0,013426264 -0,077739573 1,08757843 

70 0,0066291 0,013568888 -0,035175913 0,999339655 

75 0,00710575 0,013777089 0,002882178 0,909785617 

80 0,0075824 0,014047952 0,034913734 0,818316597 

85 0,00805905 0,014377936 0,060081173 0,72529912 

90 0,0085357 0,014763077 0,078191024 0,631923835 

95 0,00901235 0,015199182 0,089570424 0,539893997 

100 0,009489 0,015682 0,094905948 0,451071429 
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